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><• « OBJECT 

To examine helmets which tht helmet steel producers 
the view of assisting the ^f/^f^tL^ethods of fabrication to 
in improving the °^h reduce the manufacturing breakage to a 
eliminate service failure ana to reuu 

minimum. 

SUMMARY 

Examination of holmets v/hir.h cce otïessed condi- 

indicates that breakage is primarily a forninr operations. Notches, 
tion resulting from extremely severe .tress raisers and increase 
generally confined to the rim of the J^^'notcheo re6,llt from nicks in the 
the tendency towards edge crachin^ ^ freqaent dressing of the dioe. 
trimming dies and my be elimina ' f au3tonitic manganese steel 
Inproporly controlled hcnt trectrent of f jin 

employed, rceultlne In the f°^0yínlí..oly«4 cnrbldet, etc. «kittle 

»ÄÄ'Ä i--- "Mk 11 '*"lce 

and break while being formed. 

A new specification has been put ^flcTtorn. 
the steel being delivered to ^ *f^l à^ease. hat will not entirely 
hotter control of the 8t0f to crack in service. Changes in 
eliminate, the tendency of the Ml e t ^ for hülnot8 aro 

'w 

approved*. 

N. A. MATTHEWS 
Major, Ordnance Dept, 
Acting Director of Laboratory 
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IKIRODUCIIOK 

in8trttCti01181 fwin the Office, Chief of Ordnance, 

dul ïo t W6re tUrí!eá iQ at CaaiP l*- as defective 
d eí0pillg near the brim were forwarded to this arsenal for 

sonfa^eSluSw f f10rtly thareafter2, this arsenal was requested to 
t0 the pl“lt of the McCord Viator and Manufacturing Co 

ofïhe faïtafêan ^ ouUina a program covering the investi^tio^ ’ 
tL fî í8’re8POnlÍble f0r sonrice cracking of helmets with personnel from 
the Detroit Oronanco District and the McCord Radiator and Manufacturing Co. 

245 000 helmets which had bean examined prior to May 1943 at seven 
army posts in this country and in Africa, a total of 6,062, or 2.5&were do- 

h^dfld WhÍCh °CCUrred nfter the helmets were issued. Several 
f keí h9l“ets w®re subsequently returned to the McCord Radiator and 

Manuiacturing Co. where they wore examined for the number and the locations of 
Ninoty-Hms (95) cracked helmets which had W 

Camp Pickett, Va. and one hundred a:id three (103) cracked helmets which had 

fr ^0T,h MTiaa WerU forwarddd t0 this arsenal from the McCord plant for metallurgical examination. 

Die production of the Ml helmet shell involves an extremely severe deen 
drawing operation. Die steel employed is austenitic Hadfield manganeso steel 
ZSÎÂÎm* alloy, .hioh is very dSo ln 5hf ’ 
Sr^f Lí ftíhÍÍ0nrf ^ hafi0Ilfl extensively upon cold deformation. The 
use of any other steel is precluded by the specification of non-magnetic 
to tïï Lrvrrrr™ halUstic requirements. Die steel is supplied 
to the fabricator in the form rf dead soft, fiat discs, l6|" in diameter^having 
an average thickness of 0.044 + .002". * UQVin6 

dr^^0«'1130^“’6 fr°f ,int0 the shopü of the helmet shell in one cold 
drawing operation. The hold-down portion of the disc is sheared off in a set 

the Tl80r U V wh»t is tsr.od h 
spanking operation. The inner surface of the front of the helmet is held 

a the outer ^faco is struck by a descending die which 
retches this portion of the helmet shell out to form the visor. This 

în c°“Pdete8 th® fonction of the helmet shell. Breakage in production 
stage3 ln thr°Ö ope^ation8• ^ iB severe in the initial deep drawing 

MeCor^p^l011 AfMthe,pra8®*lt M1 heln9t started in September 194l at the 
SuhiQtor&tlanafacfiring Company. The following is quoted from a 

letter to the Office of the tyiartermastor General^: 

1. 0.0. 421/2730, Vtn 421/344, See ippandix A. 

2. Teletype dated 3I May 1943, See ippandix B. 

3* Letter of 20 May 1943, Appendix A. 
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"This olu^o (frou th. "=U^" 
typo) presented n terto^ ^ , the llnltntlon that 
tion of t-ho deep streikt sfded p P q imitation on 

only HndfUld ““f a îlîi««» , 
blank thickness in oraor to be w1]1"1“ McCord Radiator and 
liïït. Uotvi tbs tan ding the enporl®ceoith.Hc»rd Mdi 
Hmiuf act urine Oe in nanui^tnrin, a »imon^ftte»^ tyre 

breakage in the drawing and forning p first 200,000 helmets, 
halnet averaged 30Í ““"^¿‘^creased toou^ the 

Äd“U Äerlen^ «1 

rrof Ä-r.«: ff.- - 
than normal with the problems involved. 

in Octet« 194!4. Mr. P. L. Bart« Jlcj-Pr«l^ 
Radiator and Manufacturing Co. lotg of steel exhibiting excellent, 
Hadfield manganese steel rePres®tl^i^ int0 helmets. Metallographie examina^ 
average, and poor perforwnoe whea drawn into^ & hlgh percen 
tion of these samples indi-atea a ^°®f ® of ^dissolved carbides and 
of draw breakage and the presence °* to hoat troatment.5 The results 
grain boundary carbides result g ¡.icCord Radiator and Manufacturing 
S this examination „ro tr«i»ltUd to th. ..ouorn 
Co. and to the Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corp. 

Th. arsenal -as not ^'^ht Ä'auÄ oí“ 
occurrence o£ halmat cracking In the field »na treuen 
Ordnance authorities. 

^ in the course of the t^ 
become apporent to thisLaboratory breoboge which occuro durlhg 
tween the aervicc crMking md « B¡lior d«ree. of the 
manufacture. It was reasonable to Msum^tto p ^ reapon8iblc for the 
same factors responsible for ^^^0thing could be dono to alleviate 
cracking which occurred in service. trocros the causes of such crack- 
the cracking of holnete already Usuod^t^th^ ^ ^a;ituta the proper corroctlTo 

i^a cracking of currant production 

helmets. f 

It was accordingly decided to first st^ ®J^J®0Jr5reokoge. Biese 
steel, showing both high and low s; the Schlueter Manufacturing 
samples were submitted by the wo .0 ^ Manufacturing Co. All the 
r0f St. Louis, Mo. and the McCord Bjjiator «;^^ steei ^ 

helmet steel is manufacturad by two^aciliti ^ Qf B3fflples investigated 

‘^^r^îsi'cftÎtUfSicry 'end defective helmet, and helmet st.cl 

4. Wtn 47O.iVl1064* Seo JW,ndU C* 

5. Wtn 4/0.14/11065, See Appendix C. 
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submitted by the Schlueter Mfg. Co, and 86 samples of similar material submitted 
by the McCord Radiator and Manufacturing Co. Various other groups of helmets 
and helmet steel were subsequently forwarded to this arsenal for metallurgical 
examination. The results of these investigations were reported to the interested 
agencies in a series of Watertown Arsenal Laboratory Memorandum Reports, a 
bibliography of which is included at the end of this report. 

Die results of the examination of numerous lots of helmets and helmet 
steol indicated a close relationship between production breakage and the 
following factors» 

1. Steel Quality Factors 

a. Sirface decarburization resulting in the formation of 
surface layers of martensite. 

b. Streaks of globular carbides resulting from insufficient 
tine at the austenitizing temperature for complete 
carbide solution. 

c. Grain boundary segregations of carbides resulting from 
too low austenitizing temperatures. 

d. Combinations of globular enrbidos and grain boundary 
carbides described in 2 and 3. 

e. Martensito streaks below the surface of the sheets 
resulting from residual ingot piping. 

2. Helmet Fabrication Factors 

a. Severity of cold working as manifested by residual 
stresses and liordnesses developed. 

b. Notches at the edge of the helmet produced by nicke 
in the trimming dies. 

c. Condition of the dies: roughness, alignment, cleanliness, 
lubrication, etc. 

d. Gage thickness and its effect upon hold-dcwn force and 
severity of cold working. 

Up to the tine that this arsenal was consulted regarding the service 
cracking of helmets, Specification AXS-G^Ç (Rev. l) "Holnot, Steel, Ml" covered 
the purchase of the steol and the fabrication and assembly of the helmet. 
The only roquiremonts as to steel quality consisted of a magnetic tost and a 
180° cold bend test. Die magnetic test consisted of determining whether a 
sensitive compass placed 2^ inches away from the helmet would be deflected. 
Dais tost was too insensitive to be capable of detecting surface décarburisation 
unless the decarburization was extremely severe, in which case the helmet would 

-4- 
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most likely have been broken in the drawir.g operation and consequently would 
never reach the staçe where the magnetic test would he applied. The ISO cold 
hend test was found to provide a good check on steel quality and is a satisfac¬ 
tory criterion, of the fornahility of the helmet steel. Hie 180° hand test was 
not, however, applied hy the helmet fabricators to check the quality of the 
steel delivered to them and was applied neither often enough nor rigidly 
enough hy the steel producers to lead to the rejection of sufficient steel 
possessing inferior formability. 

Since the helmet fabricators could exercise no control over the steel 
quality factors previously listed, it became obvious that a specification 
covering the steel used for helmets should be developed. A draft of a speci¬ 
fication incorporating the opinions of this Laboratory was prepared and sub¬ 
mitted to the Office, Chief of Ordnance on 17 September 1943.° After various 
recommendations and suggestions, offered by the Office, Chief of Ordnance, 
the steel mills, and the helmet fabricators, were incorporated in the original 
draft, Specification aXS-1170 "Steel, nonmagnetic, Sheet and Strip (for Body 
Armor)" was invoked on 25 March 1941+ to cover the quality of the steel being 
used for helmets and body armor conçonento. 

A series of tests designed to accept only that steel which may be ex¬ 
pected to perform satisfactorily when drawn into helmets were incorporated 
into the specification. These tests consist of a magnetic test developed at 
this arsenal, microscopic examination of samples selected at random from ^ke 
material being tested, a 180° bend test which was a part of the former helmet 
specification, and a ballistic tost of selected samples. 

The magnetic test, described in detail in reforence no. 2 in tho 
Bibliography, will reject material which has excessive surface decarburization. 
Severo decarburization depletes the surface layers of sufficient carbon to 
result in the decomposition of the non-magnetic austenite into magnetic marten¬ 
site. The martensite layers are very hard and brittle and crack extensively 
upon deformation. These cracks are readily transmitted through the otherwise 
ductile austenitic core, resulting in the breakage of the disc upon deep 
drawing. 

Microscopic examination is necessary to detect unsatisfactory neat treat¬ 
ment resulting in incomplete austenitization as well as to check upon the 
extent of the decarburization. An insufficiently high austenitizing temperar- 
ture or too short a hold at temperature prior to quenching of Hadfiold 
Manganese steel results in incompleto solution of tho carbides and the nigrt>- 
tion of carbides to tho grain boundaries whore a network of carbide is formed. 
Both grain boundary carbide networks and streaks of globular undissolved 
carbides decrease the ductility of austenitic manganeso steel. Since the 
magnetic properties axe but very slightly influenced by the presence of un¬ 
dissolved carbides, tho magnetic test is incapable of revealing improper heat 
treatment except when decarburization occurs. 

The bend test was included in the specification because it was found to 
be an excellent gage of overall ductility and formability. The bend tost not 
only checks upon factors which Influence the results of the magnetic test and 

£ Wtn 421/3^2 - 0.0. 421/2375 Tat Ind., See ¿ppondix D. 
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nicroacopie .xaBÍn*ti.». Wt «lao raspada to ether J^tility 
are influenced by chenioal conpoeitlon, ueltln« practice, «nd other 
rronertiea of the steel. The bend teat thu. integrate, all tor. which 
inSuence the ductility of heißet atock »d U conaequently of iL 
ralue. The bend test i. described in detail in reference no. 3 of the 

Bibliography. 

The ballistic re4uirenent8 of the apecification were ^Gained frooa 

»erica of ballistic te.te conducted at thi. ar.enal ^ stoTSSp 
■h««! of varying thicknesses subnitted by the Carnegie-Illinois 
»rthä Itsel Srp. mes. t..tB tncorpor.t.d 1» the rWert U.ted 

as reference no. 8 in the Bibliography, 

In March 1944 a Helmet Industry Integration Connittee was organ!aed 
for the purpose of integrating all the research on helmets and 
being conducted by various agencies and to make the results of this research 
quickly available to the steel producers end helmet i®*J" 
covering the various connittee meetings are incorporated in Appendix I. 

The subject report is concerned primarily with an investigation of 
the 205 service crackod helmets returned from Camp Livingston. C*3P 
ít: Stt SilLh theatre ef operation,, «id a ^ of 3^0^1^ ^ 
been in storage at Watertown Arsenal since 9 April 1942. me resui 
investigation^are correlated with those of various studies which have been 
conducted upon helmets produced at a later date. 

0.0. 334/375C - 33V6105. See Appendix E. 
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MATERIAL AMP TSST PROCSKURj 

«•p th-in inT08tig»tion con8lat*d of 
eMDined Ir. th0 course oí tfcte 

the following groups: 

Source 

Canp Livingston, Le. 
Canp Pickett, Ve. 
north Africa q4 

In storage at W.A, since 9 April 19^2 

Huabnr of Helpets 

7 
95 

“4 
In storage ai. ' * 

U1 oí the ^.=t 

rÄ " • .-"-ri-18 
^.„ Aioi. or. rt-cpod on td.ln.ld. of of tll. wdj.=t helo.de 
These nunhers are listed in lot 'ftA Those heloetf were al 
r'froo lot. 10.« m. foUoUn, dot., of idlootur. of 

ÄrÄ« u ä of ““kel“ 
McCord lot 88 - aoâ.& 8 April 19^| 
McCord lot lU6 - 24 July 1942 

,- +Vlo u^corA lot nunliering ersten. 
It is necessary at this point to deBcr te ^e McCord^ 

At the tine the subject helnet. wjre ^ricatel; McCord plant 

Corn, was the sole producer of J4® j^b disc is stanped with its 
daily shipnents of thousands of discs, m* A McCord lot nunber is 

££ríÍot Snber before being drawn into r0C0B8ed by the Carnegie- 

iä i. di.« fr« ru«:"«if“«» “%^rctuíU su 
Illinois Steel Corp« ®^0?. . -4. .v,- ateel producer's pla11^ in^° f M-Hf+s" 

ráf^H,uu”3u»3f3£.vuÂ 
nítt» !?0h«üly contadas 2000 di so». 

P as » o«,l» of th. ^«dÄ »STaU-S lA59M 

IZ'ir.'hlmV'* Ä7 Udlccord lot 596b «S cads frou the «as 

hLit, but lift no. 50695. . 

Details of the ¿ÎpflrfSÎÎained in 
Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corp. and the Sharo 

^P6niiX ï# va the stainless steel edgings 

„.t .ruuu "¿¿TrrUUUídf—.fu. «t 

£ur. h-rrrÄoJTf1^ - »*- 

-7- 
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AITS DISCUSSION 

1. Locations of Cracka 

It «»0 neceaaary to 
0ra0lc8 oxtending fro. tl18oo^ld not to n««loctod t.»« 
covered Uy the edgings. Th® ^ , t ahow that these cracks tend to gr 

Ant evidence was accumulated t*. waR also necessary to 

U cnnfinod ndnont oxoin. 

sively to the visors of the helmets. 
„0 location, of tn. ornOX. -o—odcoording to inotrnction^ 

fro. the Office. Chief of Ortonnc^. zoroP4ogroo. and rotating 
dogma., .tarting fro. »»J*14^8 oatuns of the Ml hel.ot wa. P«^88*84x 
,.1 nowise around the helmet. The ou* a me Qff qb in ngure x. 

r.f plywood ond each flm (5) 48f 8^fa oa tho plywood and recording 

SJ ^[„rof Ây. œ^etwoen two fire (5) degree etepe. 

The crack, wore diwided Srtlnc“n“S>ot. crack, 
edge of tho hel.ot and apparar.tly orlEinating f from notchoe. and 

ää Ä?f H«r r ääJ 8 
irÄriftS ‘¿i«?. « rAhchiet in 
Pioure 1 The body crack, were general y • vertical crack, occurring in 
?íS.Te¿n between 1308 and 2b08 «id P“^*4.0'^ 3. the rl. «id «re 
the straight ai do wall «etlonalyin« „tending fro. the rl.. varied 
generally fro. of typical crack, eocnrrlng in 

SlÄÄIftS field areTho» in Pi^re 2. 

The distribution of tho cracka 3 ù»** 

the distribution of cra<^s44'^ows the crack distribution in the 
10^ helmets from North Africa, ¿igur Watertown Arsenal since 
$3nÄ.l..t. idiioh 484^^t^Tee^el in nTerle. of PO additional 
q Arjrii 1042 and tho crack distribution d Manufacturing oO. This 
5 S-tt Which were submitted by the McCord Hadiator onu office, Chief 
ÏâiTgroS S holoeta 1. .ore ïgure 5 *0.. the 
îf Ordnance, a copy of which is Camp Pickett and the sum of kr^ÂÂhTh^t^u——“4 
Watertown Arsenal. ~ 

10-0^421/2302 - Wtn ^l/^i. A* 
rnn to/364 - 0.0. 421/2880, let lad., See to-endlx A. 
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Prom tho lower chart in Figure 5 ^ is visor, extending 
cracking of helmets is confined to tbre® ,, ^ fr0m the rim; (2) the 
from 320“ to 1«0“. where the oraclCB gener^ly extend^ tr^ ^ ^ 
right rear of the helmet, from I30 to IbO , wne . from ^00 to 2^0°, 

body of thtf helmet; and (3) the 1®ft.?'ear \n th right rear of the helmet, 
where the cracks occur similarly to those in the right rear 

It is noteworthy that a ^oVd^ce^obse^edln 
the visor between 325° and 335“. and ^ ^ G Livingston, which was 
every group of holmots examined except ^ho group of helmets from 
too small to yield significant results. 325° and 335° 
Camp Pickett, the great majority of cracks ¿^s. 
ar7associated with notches resulting from trima g 

A discussion of the notches observed ^i t^e pelmet rims when 
at this point. A crack was designated as being ^Bociated^with ^ ^ 

a very apparent nick in ^e rim was 0 ^ thQ craok at 90 ls vcry 
shown in the lower photograph ™ ick was observed, the crack was 
definitely associated with a notch. When n It jaiat ^ recognized, 
assumed to have occurred in a region freo (.vüQncê of a small notch which 
ho„OT6r. that once th. crack ha» occurred. SSk. Hoacc, a 

Â'nSÍÂrcí0«ak.e^r^ W. actually related -th aotchcc 

than ore indicated in Figures 3 and 5. 

The group cl 10J holnots íroa 
cracks per helmet, and of the total number of ^im cranks not 
i n .ore rin cracks associated S^s nefott and ^ 
associated with notches. The group hairnet Body cracks averaged 
Livingston hod an average of 4.1 ora^® 2? ^’ond rim cracks not associated 
rim cracks associated with notches averaged ZJ.Zfi, ana rim 
with ’otches averaged 21.8# of the total. 

3. tfardnasB Surveys 

lour hslasts wsrs selected at raadao free the group ^ 

turned Irca OKip Pickett. Ihese of tho 
Stas sootions, each 40° la width, ,er8 . 0Ï, t a» up froD the riB. Those 
hslasts. e«ih ssctioa sxtoadiag ^ucks lead to occur, 
section, iocl tided all the areas of the helaste inwhlcL cr parallel 

rtSÄlrÄ";.Tdwa^e^ — 
sions spaced apart. 

It wo. innsdiately «tjd that th. «.»■ 
coincide with the areas of i-ax nui. ^gatribution by plotting the hardnesses 
correlation between hardness f ™ ^aïîst the position around the 
of the areas in which cracks of pQe 5 is the average 

- r^rtîf. » Ä. Td li- , fron the 

rim along the sides and back of the helmet. 
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It is apparent that the service cracking of the Ml helmet is almost 
exclusively confined to those regions which have bean strain hardened to 
hardnesses of Rockwell 0 4g-53* Niconoffhas demonstrated that the maximum 
strain hardness attainable in austenitic manganese steel is practically 
independent of the prior structure and hardness and lies within the range of 
Rockwell C 49-52. Various zones of the Ml helmet are, therefore, cold worked 
to the maximum extent possible and are thus in a highly strained condition. 
Helmet breakage in the drawing operations and in service is obviously related 
to the extreme cold deformation necessary to shape the Ml helmet. 

3. Stresses Resulting from Cold Working 

In view of the extremely severe cold deformation experienced in deep 
drawing the Ml helmet from a flat disc in one major operation, it is to be 
expected that very high residual stresses would bo present in the finished 
helmet. Residual stress determinations, made at this arsenal^ on uncracked 
helmets, indicated the existence of residual stresses which may approach the 
magnitude of the tensile strength of the material. In general, the highest 
stresses were found in the vicinity where service cracking generally occurs. 

It was at one tine proposed to thermally stress-relieve the helmets 
after the drawing operation. Research at the United States Steel Oorp. 
Research Laboratory^ showed that a stress relieving temperature above 500°^* 
could not be employed because decomposition of the cold worked austenitic steel 
occurred at temperatures above 500°f. Since very little, if any, stress relief 
can be expected to occur at such low temperatures, thermal treatment is believed 
to show no promise in relieving the high stresses induced by cold working. 

Appendix G contains a letter to the Office, Chief of Ordnance^, ex¬ 
pressing the doubts of this laboratory as to the practicability of a thermal 
stress-relief treatment for the Ml helmet. 

4. Microscopic Examination 

Specimens for microscopic examination were cut from each of the seven 
helmets returned from Camp Livingston and from forty-three (43) helmets of 
the group returned from Camp Pickett. Bio specimens were mounted in trane- 
parent lucite mounts, polished, etched in picral, and examined at magnifications 
of XLOOO and X250. The results of the microscopic examination of the 50 
specimens are contained in Inclosure 3» 

The micro structures of many of the service cracked helmets are similar 
to those previously observed in helmets which broke during the forming opera¬ 
tions. Figure 6 shows some of the conditions which have been found responsible 
for draw breakage^; namely, surface decarburization and networks of carbides 

10. D. Niconoff. "Some Aspects of Strain Hardanability of Austenitic 
Manganese Steel1*. Trans, of the A.S.M., Vol. XXXI, No. 3* » Sept. 1943, 
pages 716-734. 

11. Reference No, 9 in Bibliography. 

12. Reference No. l6 in Bibliography. 
13. Wtn 4a/397 . 20 January 1944. 

14. References Nos. 2 and 3 in Bibliography, 

-10- 
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at the austenite groin boundaries resulting fron insufficiently high austeni¬ 
tizing tenperaturas prior to quenching. Figures 7 ao* 8 contain photographs 
of sone of the different micro structuras observed in the service cracked helmets. 

The data contained in Inclosure 3 3Í10W 111 tile 50 helnets 
examined, P°or steel quality resulting from imperfect heat treating practices 
was a factor in of the helmets. It is obvious that in a higaly strossed 
structure such as the Ml helmet, additional factors promoting brittleness such 
as grain boundary carbide networks, surface layers of martensite, and streaks 
of undissolved carbides would be particularly dangerous. The data further 
indicates that cracking can also occur in helmets made from stee- free from 
metallurgical defects. It appears that the Ml helmet as 8 d 
involves extremely severe forming operations which stress the steel to a o-egroe 
sufficient in itself to be responsible for sone of the breakage encountered in 

manufacture and in service. 

From an examination of the subject helmets as well as numerous 
helnets which broke during forming, it appears that body cradling is “j^e 
generally associated with poor micro structure whereas edge cracks the 
are primarily associated with factors involving high stress concontrn^°*J® . 
resulting from a combination of sovoro cold working and the presence of notches 
at the helmet rim. The above observation has been borne wit by 
experience following the introduction of specification AXS-llJO. SU°o 
application of this specification the incidence of body cracking during 
22 upon aging has decreased considerably because of the improvement in steol 
quality, Whereas edge cradling is still occurring with sufficient frequency 
to seriously' hamper production, particularly at tho plant of the Schluoter 

Mfg. Co. 

5. Conoral Considerations 

Hie examination of a number of service cracked helmets indicate ^t 
the cracking is associated primarily with a highly stressed tilie 
from severe cold forming operations. Poor stool <Fal^y 
sufficiently careful control of the heat treating by the steel producers is 
an additional factor which will greatly increase both the draw breakage and 
the service cracking. Improvement of the steel quality is not, • 
believed to be alone sufficient to eliminate the service cracking ^ 
helmet. Changes in either tho manufacturing techniques or in the r^terial 
used for helmets ore considered necessary to solve the eervice cracking problem. 

Ihcperineflts have been conducted with a ^ Hadfteld 
Manganese steel1“ which indicate that this mat oria! work hwdnesto araser 
extent than does normal Hadfield steel, is more ductile than normal Hadfield 
steel when drawn into helmet fora, and has but slightly inferior ballistic 

properties. 

Since the cracking in the visor always originates at the edge of the 
helmet, annealing cycles have been employed to soften the edge to 8"eB® 
relievo this critical gone1”. These annealing cycles have been found effect. 

ÏT Reference No. b in the Bibliography.”- 
l6. References Sos. 7 t*1® Bibliography. 
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in proventing the extention of cracke through the annealed zone. The annealed 
zone is ¡sufficiently narrow in width to he alnoat conpletely covore y 
stainless steel edging spot welded around the helnet. 

It nay he possible to draw the helnet 
with annealing cycles between the stages. Oils 
the residual stresses and helnet breakage, but 
treating equipnent and forming dies and nay not 
feasible. It uust be recognized, however, that 
cedures and naterial remain unchanged, service 
problen. 

shell in two or three stages 
nethod would greatly reduce 

■would involve additional heat 
consequently be econonicolly 
if the present production pro¬ 

cracking will always be a 

-1&* 
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1 

FRONT OF HELMET 

SYSTEM USED TO DETERMINE LOCATIONS OF CRACKS 

ON Ml HELMETS WHICH CRACKED IN SERVICE 

FIGURE I 
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Balaot >0. 98. MoCor* Lot 149a. Caiqj Llrlncotoa, M««. H
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MlcrcstiTicture* of nelnetB Toat Broke 
in the Forming Operations

\

'i?-

H'd

itch

i250
Helmet D4, McCord Lot 5^. Carnegie 
neat 255739. Martsmsitic surface 
lajrer .resulting from deoarhnrization. 
Width of layer - 0.0016". Magnetic 
Trarerse - 23.O".

-B- X250

Helmet D4. Typical cracks in 
martensite layer resulting from 
deformation of hrittle 
constituent.

tw
#5 -

-m.;

IK.
^ V
mi

-0- xiooo
Helmet Bl, McCord Lot 54lC, Sharon 
Heat 72203. network of undissolved 
carbides at grain boundaries. 
Magnetic Trarersa - 3.O".

-L- XlOOO

Helmet j£2, McCord Lot 5492. Sh.aron 
Heat 72198. Undissolved carbides. 
Magnetic Traverse - 1.0".

WTN.639-6165

FIO. 6



MlirrottracViren of Helnets '•Oilch Craclcet^ In Service 
at Casp Pickett

2f r.h

W
y m

L. T ^.

^ Mi®
tf^

IW-li/.'WI 
Helmet Ho, 3^.. . . . .  , ., McCord Lot lo. 39^3 «L00

Cracks originating at outside surface of helmet. Mlcrostruoture 
contalne heavy streaks of \mdlssolved globular carbides and 
some grain boundary carbide network.

’ ▼ ■ V

■^4m
Helmet Ho, 95* McCord Lot Ho. I65 XIOOO

Streaks of undlesolTsd globular carbides and :Tr«l-o boundary 
carbide network.

WTN.CH«-7,‘, 7 PI3CH1 7.

5.»<



KlcrontructuroB of Hplneta Wiich Graslced ln Service 
at Curan Plckjtt 

Helmet N0. 93 X250 
McCord Lot No. 149C 
Satisfactory microstructure. No 
undissolved carbides. 

Pier.-il Steh 

Helmet No. 95 X250 
McCord Lot No. I65 
Streaks of globular carbides and 
grain boundary carbide network. 

Helmet No. l6 X1000 
McCord Lot No. 37C3 
Segregation of globular carbides 
and grain boimdary carbides. 

Helmet No. 92 X1000 
McCord Lot 148B 
Crain boundary carbide network. 

wTN.630-7£28 
FIGURE 8. 
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Inclosuro 1 

Holuots acro-inod at Watertown tes&al 



# 

H3U-1BIS KICK GAMP PICKETT 

W.À. McCord 
No. Lot Ho. 

1 28B1 
2 28B2 
} 34D2 
4 3502 

7 37B3 
8 3701 
9 3701 

10 3701 
11 3702 
12 3702 
13 3702 
14 3702 
15 3702 
16 3703 
17 3703 
IS 3703 
19 3703 
20 3&L3 
21 3SB4 
22 3802 
23 3SC2 
24 3802 

W.A. 'McCord 
No, Lot No, 

25 39A1 
26 39A1 
27 39A2 
2S 39A2 
29 39A2 
30 39A2 
31 39A2 
32 39A2 
33 39A3 
34 39A3 
35 39A3 
30 39A3 
37 39A3 
38 39A3 
39 39A3 
40 39A3 

41 39^3 
42 39A3 
43 39A3 
44 39A3 
45 3921 
46 39B1 
47 39B1 
48 39BI 

W.A. McCord 
No. Lot No. 

49 3932 
50 3932 
51 39B2 
52 3932 
53 3932 
54 39B2 
55 3932 
56 3933 
57 3933 
58 3933 
59 3933 
60 3933 
61 3901 
62 3902 

65 39^2 
66 3913 
67 40a1 
68 4QA1 
69 40A1 
70 4oai 
71 40A2 
72 40A3 

W.A. McCord 
No, Lot No. 

73 40A3 
74 4oa3 
75 4qa3 
76 4031 
77 4031 
78 4031 
79 4031 
80 4031 
81 403jL 
82 4031 
81 4032 
gl 4032 
«5 4002 
85 4033 
87 4033 
88 4033 
89 4U2 
90 41A2 
91 42A1 
92 1483 
93 1400 
94 I543 
95 165 

humsrs iaoM camp liveígston 

W.A. McCord 
No. Lot No. 
96 148C 
97 l4tíC 
98 149A 
99 1490 

100 unknown 
101 unknown 
102 unknown 

* 

Heinets in Storage at Watertown Arsenal 
alace 9 April 1942 

W.A. MoCord 
No. Lot No. 

103 551 
104 TTC 
105 83Ï 
106 831 
IO? 831 
108 841} 
109 84d 
110 851 

W.A. McCord 
No, Lot No. 

111 86 
112 36c 
113 s6c 
114 8? 
115 873 
116 873 
117 88A 
118 88A 

W.A. McCord 
No. Lot No. 

119 68A 
120 S3A 
121 88A 
122 88A 
123 88A 
124 88A 
125 88A 

$ m 

W.A, McCord 
No, Lot No. 

128 
129 
130 
131 
132 

a 
135 
136 

88C 
88C 
88 C 
880 
88C 
8SC 
88 C 
88D 
9OA 



KELMÜTS POM NORTH AERIGA 

W.à. McCord 
No. Lot No, 

137 l4c 
138 l4C 
139 18B 
140 3OB 
141 32s 
142 54c 
143 54d 
144 55c 
145 66c 
146 67c 
147 67E 
l4g bgD 
149 6gH 
150 6gH 
151 68H 
152 70s 
153 713 
154 73D 
155 74* 
156 74á 
157 74a 
158 74a 
159 743 
160 743 
161 74l 
162 75A 

W.A. McCord 
No. Lot No. 

163 75E 
164 773 
165 77s 
166 77E 
167 77E 
16g 79A 
169 79C 
170 SOD 
171 803 
172 813 
173 82E 
174 833 
175 83c 
176 83c 
177 83c 
178 33E 
179 84A 
180 840 
181 34D 
182 S53 
IS3 87A 
184 87D 
185 8S3 
186 973 
187 IO33 
188 IO33 

W.A. McCord 
No, Lot No. 

189 1033 
190 103c 
191 IO73 
192 108A 
193 108A 
194 1343 
195 I37A 
196 1393 
197 1423 
198 1433 
199 143c 
200 I53A 
201 I53A 
202 I53A 
203 I53B 
204 153c 
205 153c 
206 I543 
207 I543 
208 1543 
209 1543 
210 1543 
211 1543 
212 1543 
213 1543 
214 1543 

W.A. 
No. 

215 
216 
217 
as 
a9 
220 
2a 
222 
223 
224 
225 
226 
227 
22S 
229 
230 
231 
232 

w 

i 
237 
23s 
239 

McCord 
Lot No. 

1543 
156a 
I5SC 
1623 
162c 
I63A 
I633 
164a 
i64a 
16 4a 
1643 
1643 
i66a 
167A 
I09A 
1713 
174c 
174c 
17 4d 
174d 
175 
17SC 
187A 
188 
1393 

Indo sure 1 - Page 2 



Indo aura 2 

Hardness Surveys of Sorvice Crackod Ml Helnets 



Rftckwoll C HwrdueB8 Survoi a of 

Sfictlona Put frop Holnotj 

Halmot 
#4 (^o-20°l 
HftrdnosS ■* Rc 

H einet 
#12 (3^-20°) 
Hardness - He 

Holnot Holnet 
#45 ('3too-20°) #71 (^Oc-2Q I 
Hardness - He . ., Hardness - lg. 

A-S1 
47 
4C 

r 
46 
45 

0-32 
47.5 
50 
4C.5 
49.5 
49 
4C 

S-J3 
49.5 
50.5 
50.5 
52.5 
53 
52 

jW3 
47 
45 
46.5 
4c 
47 

c-3 s-r 
46.5 46.5 
50 50.0 
50 52 
% 51.5 
49.5 50 

#4 (2P°-6oc) 
45 4S 51 
44 47 50 
45.5 46.5 50.5 
45 46 46 
46.5 47 46 

45.5 
43.5 - 
41.5 - 
44 

43.5 

£.5 
42.5 

#4 (1Q0°-Wr 
47 5T 
4¿ _ 46.5 

^ •; S 

47.5 49 50 
#12 (20c-60°) 

47 46 50 
46 47.5 51 
47.5 46.5 43*5 
46 47 47 
46.5 47.5 47 

45.5 W-STSt 
40 44 43.5 
42 43.5 41 
42.5 41.5 40.5 
42.5 41.5 41.5 

#1? (iOO^l4o"°T 
4iîo^+2 
42.5 41 42 
42.5 41.5 43.5 l.li \ir\ 

46 
47 
46.5 
45.5 
46 
46.5 

0-D 
46 
46.5 
42 
49 
46 
47 

S-g 

50 
51 
50.5 

49.5 

^-3 
47 
46 
46 

r 
46.5 

C-D 
46 
47.5 
49.5 
49 
47 
46.5 

B-g 

47.5 
49.5 
51 
SI 

#45 (2Po-60°) 
45 47 49 
45.5 47.5 46 
46 4b 46 
45 4b 47.5 
44.5 'W 47_ 

42 41.5 ^+4.5 
32 41.5 
37.5 39.5 39.5 
3s 41.5 4i.5 
36.533 39 
-14^(100^140¾ 
4to5 42.5 ' 
47.5 45.5 
50 49 
Cl K lift 

#71 (20o>60°) 
to 4? 49 
42 to.5 
44.5 45 
41.5 44 
42 46,5 

to 
47.5 
to 
46 

ÿl t^-KOT 
4o75 - to 
46.5 - 44.5 

19 - 4l 
►1.5 - 41.5 

39.5 - 33^5 

r : F 
48 - 43.5 
51-46 

50.5 46.5 to 
53 50 46.5 
50.5 50*5 47 

49 to.5 46.5 
44.5 

+9 

#4 (180°-2¿°r 
5 to- 4b 

54 47.5 47.5 
53.5 46.5 to 
to 47.5 48.5 

54.5 50 • 
54 to 
50.5 to.5 
46 5 2 
46.0 46 46.5 

, tie W0°-2,%^ 
to.5 ^ - to 
53 44.5 46.5 
52.5 to 46 
50.5 46.5 46 
52.5 48.5 47 

50 
to.5 
45.5 

41 5 4a 

47 
45.5 
46 
46 
46.5 

46 
44 
46 
4? 
45.5 

#12 (220°-26c!l 
52.O 48.5 47*5 
51 47 46 
49 50 48 
51 to 47 
50.5 to.5 46.5 

51 to 
50.5 45.5 43.5 
4.7.5 47 44 
4¾ 44 46.5 
40 43.5 

47.5 48 44 
52.5 50 ^ 
5O.O 47.5 47.5 
51.5 47.5 to 
50 45 48.5 

to 46.5 48 
48.5 46 48.5 
47 44.5 46 
48.5 45 to*3 

1.5 47.5 to.5 
■9.5 46.5 47 

52.5 48 46 
¿9.5 
5O.5 47 5 

1. *»3 _ row parallel to odgo and lè” 

2* (^.D — row parallel to edge and 1" 
3* B-g - row parallel to edge and 

47 42.5 46 

up fron edgo. 

up fron edge, 
up from edge. 

#71 (2200^^^ 
53 to ■ to-5 
50 50 46 
50 49 47.5 
to.5 47 45 
to 43.5 43 



*4 (a6o°-300°)__ 
Haxdneaa - Rc 

A-B 0»D E-g 
46 44 41.5 
46.5 42.5 43.5 
47.5 4l 4a 
4^.5 43.5 41.5 
44 42 41.5 

#4 (300»-340u) 
45.5 4v 45.5 
46 44 4Í 
46 46.5 4s 
4? 47 4s. 5 
4s 4s.5 50 

Hai-dnoas - B.C 
A-B C-D E-? 

48.5 48 43 
48 46 44.5 
48 47.5 44 
46.5 44 4l 
43 46.5 40.5 

#12 (300o-340°) 
43 46.5 42 
44 44.5 47.5 
43.5 46.5 46.5 
46 47 49 
48 44.5 48.5 

¿fe (26oMoo°1_ 
Hardneea - Sc 

iUB C-D 3-g 

45.5 45 42.5 
45 44 41.5 
43 44,5 43 
4l 4o 44 
39.5 41.5 44.5 

#4¾ (^00^340°) 

4o 43.5 43.5 
39.5 43 46 
43.5 44 44.5 
44 45 49 
45.5 48.5 50.5 

»71 (a6o*-300°L 
Hardness - Rc 

A-3 0—D S-g 
44 43 40 
42.5 44 42.5 
42.5 42.5 40 
41 4o 41.5 
43.5 41.5 4o 

#71 (300°-340°) 
42 44 44 
43.5 45.5 48 
46 47 49 
47 48.5 50.5 
46.5 49 50 



Indo sure 3 

Metallographie Examination of Service Cracked Helmets 



floaults of Kicroaccrpic jbcataination of 

ffifty Service Oracked Helmets » 
Holfflets tiftylfi,^sftíiiLfcqtoiy pilcrostructWJeî •• Total. Number Helmets 

W.A.f 7, 31, 35, 37, 39, 67, 70, 72. 73, 93. 96, 102 

Helmets having: unsatisfactory micro structures: - Total Hupeer 37 Helmets 

A. Helmets exhibiting surface docorburization: - Total 12 helmets 

V. A.# 8, 9, H. 14, 29, 32, 53, 75, 86, 91, 97, 101 

B. Helmets exhibiting intenso streaks of undissolvcd carbides and 
some grain boundary carbides: - Total - 10 helmets 

W. A.#16, IS, 34, 46, 55, 61, 62, 94, 95, 100 

C. Helmets exhibiting extensive grain boundary carbide networks: - 
Total 9 helmets 

W.A.# 13, 44, 65, 79. 85, 87, 92, 98, 99 

D. Helmets exhibiting small amounts of grain boundary carbides associated 
with undissolvod carbides or decarburization: - Total 6 helmets 

W.A.# 21, 47, 4s, 52, 63, 77 

* 



rwottpnnAfliica on Oracklnfi of Helaots in Service 

in -Amerlcnn ;md goroign, ruef^trcs of CfeoLqíí°.M 



COPY Booth/ver 
73789 

Wa DSPARTMÜIT 
03TICE Of IKE CHIEF OF QRHUECE 

WASHINGTON 

0.0. 421/2730 
Attn: SPOIS 
W.A. 421/344 

27 April 1943 

Subject: Ml Helciet 

To: Commanding Officer 
Watertown /traonnl 
Watertown, Mass. 

1. There are being forwarded to his Arsenal, by shipping order, 
SAE 3I86, inclosed in duplicate, seven Ml helmets that wore turned in 
from the field as defective due to cracks developing near the brim. 

2. An investigation mode at the mmufacturer's plant in August 
of 1942, showed a temporary increase of cracking during the forming , 
processes due to a change made in the ste>l believed at that time to 
improve ballistic properties. Prompt correctivo action was token by the 
manufacturer at that time and conditions adjusted to normal. It was 
expected, and later confirmed, that a number of helmets with latent defects 
that could not be detected during manufacture or inspection, would be 
accepted and develop cracks later in the field. Helmets hore forwarded 
are among this group. 

3« It is believed that normal latent defects that now pass through 
inspection in low percentages are of the type represented by the above 
noted seven helmets. An additional quantity is being forwarded from 
Gamp Pickett. It is requested that a metallurgical examination bo made 
of these helmets with the view of aiding McCord Radiator and Manufacturing 
Co., and Carnegia-Illinois Steel Co, in more successfully coping with the 
age cracking of helmets. Your Arsenal will be further advised regarding 
the activities of McCord and Carnegie and arrangements may be made for 
direct cooperation with these companies in working together on this 
problem. 

By order of the Chief of Ordnance: 

(S/T) F. M. VOLBJEG 

1 Incl. 
SAD 3186 in dupl 

Major, Ord. Dopt. 
Assistant 
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CQFÏ Booth/ver 
737 69 

ÏAE 3EP^5.2iïïiIT 
OSTICJS Oï THS CHIS? 0? CEIK^CE 

WAain.cTOii 

20 Moÿ- 19^3 

Attention of 
SPOTS 

Subject: Ml Helmet 

To: Office of the quartermaster Oonertd 
Wa-ahington, D. C. 

Attn: Clothing & Shipment Branch 

office is familiar with the ¿J-^ultiea crncking ln thG fieid. The 
received in connection with 6 ‘ '* C0nV0iiient reference as to the 

c^ced fd ^ corroctiTe 

H hSfb“ t0¡ten V, the Ord^ce hopertaant. 

2. Itoi.ufc-cturar of helmets oomected with "^.“““ipot" 

With the production of MI917 "^^ ^L of ^ighl^ond the change* over in 
helmet was adopted by the Army in i ^This change presented a 
production took place in September of t_ y ^ ^ thQ iQop Btrai^t sided 
serious ““Ufeoturihg problem in 8toel nlght be need, 
pot snope, the limitation tna* oniy . -u a Liaxicrca 
Ld a limitation on blent thickness in «der to be wiWin ^ Ko0oJ,4 
finished weight limit. Motwlthstenain^the^er: o£ the „ypy 

Badiator and Manufacturing Co. derations of the now type 
helmets, breakage in the drawing flrst 200,000 helmets. This por- 
Qvoraged 30^ during annuiac* decreased through the continued study 
cent of breakage was progrosBivoly ce * ^ 0<srnegie-Illinoi® 
and experience *at an average of slightly less than 2*. 

Ill* may ' b^ con si der ed°be 11 er ^ than normal vdth the probes involved. 

3. in Jtognst of 1942 the br^go to* .sh^p^““4 ^ 
to 7^. Through prompt invootigation £ is intended by the mill 

Slty iks due to n vnrintlon in u‘e »tocl unnlysis. int^^ ^ t0 

to improve ballistic properties. ^r^;Jed°Lctivcs Gt McCord. 3During 
adjust the steel analysis an^ 0 nanufactured with the lots 
this production period, 123,000 helmets we d f hclnot visor). 
numbered l¥l.l49 (lot ^^.‘fieÄwe W rocelwod, reporting opproü- 
^SfÂ'cSdÆtf^ut ff 123.000 nanufactured. In eXHslnûtiott 

APPMDIX A - Page 2 



Subject: Ml Kelnet 
To: Offico of the CJ4G 

Booth/vor 
20 May igUj 

of cracks allows that the cracks developed after soné usage. It is reason¬ 
able to assume that additional such instances will occur. Á helmet crack 
ordinarily docs not exceed two inches, commencing at the brim. Ballistic 
resistance is lowered only if a missile strikes directly on the crack. 
Actual firing tests have indicated that even when struck directly on the 
crack ballistic resistance is not considerably lowered. 

4. An indication on how helmets have boon standing up in the field 
which has been gained by contacting several posts and comps and through 
complaints received in correspondence is as follows: 

a. It. Meyer - Captain Cross, Post Ç.M., advised on 4/19/43 
that of 2,000 helmets issued, none reported cracked. 

b. It, Belvoir - Kr. McLaren, C & 3 Warehouse advised on 
4/19/43 of”25,000 helmets issued, none reported cracked. 

c. It. Washington - Capt. Cannon advised on 4/19/1¾ that of 
4,000 helmets issued, throe wore later turned in cracked. 

d. It. Banning - Copt. Cross advised on 4/19/43 that of 
50,000 helmets issued, a large number wore turned in with broken D loops 
although none were turned in cracked. The "D" loops wore of a 
large type of which 50,000 had boon fabricated for paratroopers. 
will be no further manufacture of this style loop, inherently week, as the 
regular Ml design is now standard for paratroopers. 

e. Crap Livingston - Capt. Barringer advised on 4/19/43 that of 
25 000 helmets issued, IS have been turned in cracked. Sixteen of these 
helmets have been obtained by this office. Seven each were sent to 
McCord Eadiator Co. and Watertown Arsenal for metallurgical study. Lot 
number of those helmets were among the 144-149 group from which a limited 
number of latent defects were believed to exist as noted in paragraph 3 
above. 

f. Comp Pickett - Information was roceivod from Col. Pagatt 
that of approximately 85,000 non staged through Camp Pickett, 
serviceable helmets had been turned in. Capt. Whelan of this offico visited 
Camp Pickett on April 24, 1943 to examino the helmets in question. The 
lot numbers of these helmets were in general confined to 35-42. The con¬ 
dition of these helmets such as dents, cracks, broken loops, straps, etc. 
appeared to indicate severe usage nailing it difficult to predict whether 
the cracks were latent defects confined locally in the above mentioned 
heat numbers and embracing a particular division by reason of carload 
shipments or whether they were the direct result of the abuse normally 
encountered in maneuvers and training work, Ihia matter will be ^further 
investigated and an attempt will be made to gather additional iniornation. 
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Subject: Ml Helmet 
To: Office of the (¾½ 

Booth/ver 
20 May 1943 

/:. África - Information coverocL in files 00 421/2493, 
0.0. 421/193(c), and 0.0. 421/20U) advises tnat of 54,000 helmets in¬ 
spected in the 5th Amy, 5.168 wa™ defective duo to cracking. In or er 
to detornino whether such cracking was due to normal abuse or to latent 
defects, request was nade of the Office of the l^iartemaster eral to 
obtain 100 representative sonplos for exacination in this country. Jhese 
helmets have been received at McCord and examination indicates that the 
najority were fabricated in Au^ist of 1942 of the lot numbers 145-146 in 
which steel difficulties were experienced and corrective steps as outlined 
above. 

5, It is understood from your office that factors on which A.S.!-. 
reauireaents are based is initial procurement I.06, zone of the interior 
.106, and theatre of operations .53» 1110 äquivalent of this is under¬ 
stood to be that for ICO non initial helmet procurement would be ICO, that 
10.6 helmets per year would be supplied for replacement in the zone of the 
interior and 53 per year in the theatre of operations. The information 
available (paragraph 4 above) indicates that cracking in the field will 
amount to less than 1# of total production. Therefore the established 
maintenance factors appear adequate to cover replacement of those helmets. 

6. Through close inspection control, manufacturing defects which 
can be observed are carefully screened out; however, in the mass produc¬ 
tion of an item such as the helmet, it is recognized that some defects 
may occasionally leak through. Where latent defects ore present which 
cannot be observed in the final inspection, it is possible for a con¬ 
siderable number to pass infection and roach the field before corrective 
action is commenced. It is also possible, through undue lateral flexing 
to crack the helmet since shape and materials erployed have beon selected 
primarily for ballistic resistance and hood protection, with general 
utility value as a second ooneideration. 

7. In light of the above it is evident that while the Ordnance 
Department has experienced difficulty with the cracking of helmets during 
manufacture, and with latent defects reaching the field, the latter amount 
lias been relatively small, with vigorous steps being taken both in the 
lino of product inspection and basic research to improve inherent steel 
characteristics. Maintenance factors, as stated in paragraph 5 above, 
recognize the replacement and repair of helmets as with other Army equip¬ 
ment. Accordingly, it is recommended that instructions be issued to txie 
field, possibly in the form of a letter from the Adjutant Oenoral e 
Office to all theatres, command* and overseas bases. Such instructions 
might state, "As a result of fiold experience, it is evident that approxi¬ 
mately 1$ of the helmets manufactured have latent cracks which developed 
after field usage. In moat cases the difficulty has consisted of one or 
two small cracks extending on inch or two up from the brim. They do not 
greatly impair the protective qualities of the helmet. Specific reports 
show that the majority of cracked helmets wore made in the early stages 
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Subject: Ml Helciet 
To; Office of the CJÍ& 

Boo ti:/ver 
2D May 1943 

of nanufacture and have boat nuuhers l4i<-l49. The heat nuchers nay oe 
read on the inside of the Lelnet directly under the front visor. It is 
reconnended that a periodic inspection of hclnets he nado to locate and 
replace any holnots which have developed cracks. Ihe heat nunbers Mould 
be noted and any incidence of cracking outside the range of the a.ovo 
nentioned heats should be reported throu$i proper channels. 

8. Continued research and study ore being carried on by ICoCord 
Hadiator and Manufacturing Co., Carnegie-Illinois Steel Co., and by 
Watertown -arsenal to keep the present situation under control and to 
further iuprove steel analysis and forming practice. This office will 
appreciate being advised on the action token with regard to the reconuendar- 
tion in paragraph 7 above. 

For tho Chief of Ordnance: 

J. KIRK 
Brig. C-en., Grd. Dept. 
Assistant 
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HEWITT: ja 

73819 
WAS. DEP ARMENT 

OfÏICE Oï THE CHIEF OF OEHïAIÎCE 
WASHINGTON, D. C, 

22 May 1943 

0.0. 421/2302 
Attn: SPOIS 
W.A. 421/347 

Äibject: Helmet, Steel Ml 

To ï Commanding Officer 
Watertown Arsenal 
Watertown, Mass. 

1. Reference is made to a letter from this office dated 
April 27, 1943, advising your Arsenal of the defective helmets which 
were heing forwarded your Arsenal for study. It is requested that your 
Arsenal locate the cracks in the helmet in your report as follows!' 
From the center of the visor rotate in a clockwise direction in five 
(5) degree steps, indicating the location of the cracks as so many 
degrees in a clockwise diredtion from the center of the visor. 

3y order of the Chief of Ordnance: 

(S/T) F. M. V0LBER0 
Major, Ord. Dept. 
Assistant 
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VAR RBPaRTMZU? 
WAISRTOWN AE.SE’*Jj 
WATERTOWN, MASS. 

laboratory 
HAl'l/ ar.iv 

2 JUNE 1943 

OHIEf OÏ GRUIANCS, U.S.A. 

PENTAGON BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. 0. 

SPOIS 

OBSERVED INCIPIENT CROCKS ASSOCIATED WITH NOTCHES ON MCCORD Ml HSUiST 

BODIES CAUSED BY DIE ACTION DURING BLANKING OPERATION. THIS CONDITION 

35 DEGREES LEFT OF FRONT ASD 12 DEGREES RIGHT CF ERONT COMMON TO ^LL 

HELfflCTS ON HAID AT THIS ARSENAL AID RESPONSIBLE FOR MOST OF GRAOCING 

ON HELMETS RETURNED FROM FIELD. INCIPIENT CRiCKS UNDER BEhDING ON 

NEW HELMETS. CONDITION NEVER SHOULD HAVE BEEN TOLERiTED BECAUSE OF 

STRESS CONCENTRATION RESULTING. SUGGEST IMMEDIATE CHECK AND EJMEDIAL 

ACTION. END. CITE MATTHEWS LABORATORY. 

MATHER, WATERTOWN ARSBUL 

C 

G. L. OOX 
LI. COLONEL, CRD. DEPT. 
ASSISTAIT 
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3W¿. CDO 66 

DET 03.D DI Cl JUKE 3, 1943 BiLDWIlî IS 

«íTEaTOWH a?.s 

Hsuaiï MASIHE-JS laboiuiodï TTI03I gdo bwa 37 kg be ikcipieut 

CBaCKS ASSOCIATED WIT?. HOTCISS. GCWDITIOK HAS BEELi OBSERVED OK PAS! 

TESTS BUT THIS O GaHIJOT GOKCUE WITH HIS ABS THAI BOTCHES ARE PRIMARY 

Cause îor cracks, hswets recd from field will be observed further by 

THIS 0 AS SUGGESTED. IMŒQJAL STRAIK SET UP AT 4 CRITICAL STRESS 

SECTIONS OF HELMET WILL CRACK WHETHER BOTCHES aRE REMOVED OR NOT. 

EDGE OF 2ÍELMET GROUND REGULARLY TO Ra-iOVE EXCESS IRREGULARITY CAUSED 

3Y TRIMMING DIE. SUGGEST METALLURGIST ABRIVE DETROIT AFTER JUNE S AS 

MR. H MOSER METALLURGIST AT FACILITY WILL BE OUT OF CITY BEFORE THAI 

DAIS. TvJX REQP COVERING SCHEDULE OF VISIT. END SPOEF 2044Z 

qjJINTON 

W.A, 421/353 
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WAS D2fi»S3KBra 
WATSftTOWN AxLSÜÍAL 

WATSttTCMT, MASS. 

LASCfiUTOSY 
NAU/np'b 

19 JUKE I9U3 

CHIEE OF OSILaIICE, U.S.A. 

PIKTAQON 3UILEHÍ&, WASHIiiGTOK, D. C. 

SPOIS 

OF 34 Ml HELMETS WHICH HAVE SEEK III SÏOUGE Aï THIS .»SSEÑAL, l4 OH 

41,2^ HAVE CSACKS ASSOCIATED WITH NOTCHES AT SHIM. C3ACKS AVERAGE 

1/8 TO 3/16" LENGTH, LOCATED AT EDGE OF VISOR. END CITE LASOHaTORY 

MATTHEWS. 

MaTHER, WATERTOWN AHSELÍAL 

G. L. COX 
LT. COL., ORD. DEFT. 
ASSISTANT 
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IMMEDIATS AC TI OU 
Hewitt/ver 

73819 

WAE DEPAED4MT 
OSSIGS OS THS CHI SI1 OS OHDNMCE 

WASHINGTON, D. 0. 

4 Sept. 1943 

0.0 . 421/ 2880 
Attn: SPOIS 
Wtn 421/364 

Subject: Helmet, Steel, Ml 

To: Commanding Officer 
Watertown Arsenal 
Watertown, Mass. 

1. four arsenal is being forwarded twenty helmets from the Detroit 
Ordnance District on shipping order, SAD 3396, inclosed herewith in 
duplicate. These helmets are representative samples of lots of helmets 
fabricated from Kadfield Manganese steel as manufactured by the Sharon 
Steel Oo., Sharon, Penn. The holmets are to be listed as follows: 

10 helmets which have cracked after aging and 
10 holmets which have not cracked after aging. 

2. Considerable difficulty has been encountered at the McCord 
Eadiator & Mfg, Co. with the Hadfield Manganese steel as manufactured by 
the Sharon Steel Co, It has been found that holmets are cracking after 
being aged for approximately one week. It is believed that this steel 
is cracking as a result of precipitated carbides. It is desired that 
your arsenal make whatever study is deemed necessary in an attempt to 
determine the causes for these helmets to crack after aging. It is 
requested that this office bo advised by indorsement hereon the results 
of your study. 

By order of the Chief of Ordnance: 

1 Ind. 
SAD 3396 in dupl. 

(S/T) Î. M. VOLBERG 
Major, Ord. Dept. 
Assistant 
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IMMEDIATS aCTIOE 

Wtn 421/364 
O.O. 421/2880 
Attn: SPOIS Ißt Ind. Matthews/annr ' 

C.O., Watertown Arsenal, Watertown 72, Massachusetts, 4 Octooer 1943 

To; Chief of Ordnance, Washington 25, D. C. Attn: SPOIS 

1. Heference basic letter, the subject helmets, nineteen (19) of 
which were processed from steel lot Number 608A and one (l) from lot 
Number 643D have been received and given a preliminary examination with 
the following results: 

10 Cracked Helmets 

All from Lot 60SA, after removal of the edgings it was found that 
every helmet had the crack associated with a notch caused by the trimming 
die. The position in every case was 3336 ^11 a clockwise direction from 
the center of the visor. 

10 "Uncracked" Helmets 

Three (3) helmets cracked at 3330 position with notch as origin 
of crack. 

Five (5) helmets with no cracks but notches present at the 333* 
position. The helmet from Lot 643D was one of ihese. 

Two (2) helmets with no cracks and no notches at the 333° position. 

All helmets were subjected to the magnetic test and judged satisfactory 
indicating that the steel was free from excessive decaxburlzation or 
laminations. 

2. It will thus be seen that the cracks are definitely associated 
with the notches resulting from the trimming operation since in the case of 
those helmets, which were probably processed on the sane dies, notches 
occurred on eighteen out of the twenty in an identical location. The 
helmet body is in an extremely highly stressed condition as formed. Any 
stress concentration such as results from the presence of the notch will 
foetar cracking. After six months of service in the fiold it is probable 
that many of the ’’uncracked’' helmets would be in a condition comparable to 
those rejected for cracks at manufacture. 

3. On 2 Juno 1943 the following teletype was sent to his office 
with a copy to the Detroit Ordnance District office: 
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COPY 

IMMEDIATE ACTION 

Wtn 421/364 

O.O. 421/2880 1st Ind. » _ .Qli7 
Attn: SPOIS (Cont'd) 4 October 1943 

"OBSERVED INCIPIENT CRACKS ASSOCIATED WITH NOTCHES ON MCCORD Ml HELMET 

BODIES CAUSED BY DIE ACTION DURING BLANKING OPERATION. THIS CONDITION 

35 DEGREES LETT OF FRONT AND 12 DEGREES RIGHT OF FRONT COMMON TO ALL 

HELMETS ON HAND AT THIS ARSENAL AND RESPONSIBLE FOR MOST OF CRACKING ON 

HELMETS RETURNED FROM FIELD. INCIPIENT CROCKS UNDER BEADING ON NEW 

HELMETS. CONDITION NEVER SHOULD HaVE BEEN TOLERATED BECAUSE OF STRESS 

CONCMTBATION RESULTING. SUGGEST IMMEDIATE CHECK aND REMEDIAL ACTION. 

END. CITE MATTHEWS LABORATORY. MATHER, WATERTOWN ARSENAL." 

3. It is the opinion of the laboratory that these difficulties ore 

not of such a character as nay be solved by netallurgical examination. The 

processing is decidedly at fault; satisfactory helnets of this d®Bign cannot 

be producod consistently with the notchecL-edge condition. The McCord 

Radiator and Manufacturing Company mat be made to realize that they are 

not forming the helnet from plain-carbon deep-drawing stock. Ihren in 

commercial deep drawn articles, the presence of notches at trimaed edges 

would be considered poor practico. It is suggested that drastic st^ps be 

taken, if necessary, to insuro freedom from irregularities at the edges of 

the helmet body after trimming. 

For the Connanding Officer: 

(S/T) G. L. COX 

Lt. Col., Ord. Dept, 

1 Incl. w/d Assistant 

cc-SPOTS 

Detroit Ord. Dist. 

IMMEDIATE ACTION 
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WAR D2PARTMMT 
OÏ'ÏICS OF IKS CHIEF OF ORUto’CE 

mashiitgtoi; 25, 2. Q- 
Hewitt/vor 

73619 

a July 191^ 

Attention of 
SPOIS 

SUBJECTS Holnot, Stoel, Ml 

To; Connandins Officer 
Watertown Arsenal 
Watertown, Mass. 

Attn: Major H. A. Matthews 

1, Attached horowith are duplicate copies of shipping order, SAD 
3997» covering tho shipuont of the following helnets: 

a. 5 helnets vdiicli have craclced selected fron lots of helnets 
which have heen rejected due to age cracking. 

h. 15 helnets which have heen tested for ballistics, selected 
fron lots which have been rejected for ballistic reasons. 

2 It is requested that these helnets be tested netollurgicolly to 
detemiñe if there are any inclusions, excessive surface decarburization, 
or excessive precipitated carbides. It is requested that the *8 
suhnitted to this office by indorsonent prior to tho subaission of a 

nenorandun report. 

By order of the Chief of Ordnance: 

I. 1 Incl. (in dupl.) 
SaD 3997 

(S/T) F. M. VOLBERG 
Major, Ord. Dept. 
Assistant 
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aEmy saavica forces 
DETROIT ORDNAliCS DISTRICT 

1832 National 3emk Building Baldwin/nr 
Dotroit 32, Michigan 

1 August 1944 

DOD 160/0-56234 
McCord Rad. & Mfg. Co. 

Attention of 
IS 

Subject: Helnet Ml 

To: Watertown Arsenal 
Watertown, Massachusetts 

Attn: Major N. A. Matthews - Metallurgical Laboratory 

1. Reference is nade to the manufacture of Kelnet Ml at the McCord 
Radiator & Manufacturing Coupany, Detroit, Michigan, ^e above facility 
has been experiencing sone cracking in the body of the Ml Helnet at the 
anproxinato location of 200°. The facility has chocked these helmets in 
every way but have not found a satisfactory answer, to date. It is re¬ 
quested that his Arsenal examine these helmets and try to ascertain «a 
would cause this tyuo of failure. 

2. The following data, covering five (5) cracked hel^e^® which have 
been forwarded to his Arsenal by railroad express along with three Í3J 
ballistic failure helmets on 27 July 1944, will be described below. The 
five (5) helmets were taken from several Carnegie heats and McCord produc¬ 

tion lots. 

a. Information covering the individual helnet identification. 

McCord 
Lot & Lift 

864F 
863B 
86IH 
861A 
8Ó40 

Carnegie 
Heat Number 

170292 
130239 
i40304 
130239 
170292 

Carnegie 
Lift Humber 

70471 
70417 
70445 
70429 
70473 

b. Information covering the drawing operation of the helmets. 

Ordnance 
Lot # 

105 
108 
120 

Manufacturing 
Lot Size 

5980 
576O 
5100 

Date Drawn 

10 July 1944 
11 July 1944 
15 July 1944 

Cracked 
Keimets 

51 
17 
20 

Breakage 
Percentage 

1.95* 
3.1* 
2.0$ 
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Watertown Arsenal, Watertown, Massachusetts (Cont'd) 1 iu«, 1944 

3. Äeßarding the three (3) heliaots, which have failed • 
an explanation in the change of the testing procedure should 
to his office at this tine. Previous to this tine, a aa°p lly 
drawn fron each 500 circles, than drawn into a holnot and r^as 
tested. We have found that the drawing operation ath 
irá of the -DrocLuction, helow a thickness of .03I". Taking ci‘“xe 
randoi there was a good chance of selecting sanplos that would produce 
iTïù SS a of .031" or haaTier. This 
accordance with the intent of the specification, so tne follow! g YP 
was forwarded to the Office of the Chief of Ordnance, outlining the change 

of selecting ballistic sables. 

Ro helnet Ml spec àXS-645 rev 2 dated 10 Peb 1944 para P-3* ™ 
affective 1 August 1944 $ of each lift of steel *ut¿oJ Uss 
than 25 circles selected at random and drawn 
Sanple to be measured and 15 thinnest will be used ^r hallist 
test PD Pirst test sanple will be 5 thinnest nelnets 
penetration is obtained at 725 ft/aeo ^ cn0 
jacket .45 Cal bullet a double sanple will be ^ ^ ° ^ 
penetration is obtained with above velocity lo« of steel will be 

rejected PD 

4. Following the later procedure, this office 
■Koii-i otic failures in helnets vAiose thinnest section is or will be above 
a^lntnun it u reacted that hi. Ar.eaal araola. thoa. .^la. 

and report his findings. 

5. The following information covers the above helmets. 

Date 
Drawn 

7-19-44 
n 

McCord 
Heat? 

130297 70489 
130239 70419 
130239 70419 

Lot & Lift # 
Sb5& 
863c 
863c 

Thickness 
After Draw 

.031 

.031 

.032 

Velocity: 
72b 
720 
7IO 

Penetration 

Jor the District Chiefs 

(S/T) P. J. JÆSW 
Major, Ordnance Dept. 
Aasistont 
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Wtn 421/445 
0.0. 421/3226 
Ätta: SPOIS 1st lacL. 

Hurlio4/Nj4í/drJ 

0.0., Amy Service Jorcos. Ortoaccs Dopcrtnot. Wctertovn Arsenal. 
Watertown 72, Mass. 4 August 1944. 

Lots rHsrsrisr 
at this laboratory. GHo steel is roasona ^ tiies. 
decarburization and précipitât eu or undissoivea car 

2. The occurrence of the craving at the jRproxinate^ zor.e 

200° suggests ar. unfavorable residual stress crackine. Watertown 
which if one of the regions va5¡,^“°^, ^ntitltd "Helnets - Dotorr.ination 
Arsenal Laboratory ¿.oport lío. WAl 7 0/ ^3» -rta/res 20 throu^i 23» 811 
of Residual Stresses in Ml ¡tresPs cracking and residual 
excellent sunnary of the factors latoi to the netallurgical 
Btross distribution. These ern gag0 of the helnot ^eet, 

IrSS'cfr^ 
susceptible to age cracking. 

4. It is suggested that the Mo0°^a í^crMked helcots 

ÂoïïS óranonce Lot. ‘lo.. 105. 108. 

and 120. 

5. A .aU .factory toot to 
consists of inmorsing tue heLots as an accelerated test 
phosphoric acid ^Tt^ to age crack was described 
to cause cracking of heluets having a ^ ^ ^ ig44> It lB 
in a letter to his office, Wtn 421/ . fron ^ioh the 5 cracked 
believed that nany of the 4e^®t® *t cracking and should develop 
helnot. were selected ^ ^ a^^t9d i8SUe4 
a high percentage of service cracking U wioy m 

to troops. 

'■I o 
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Wtn 421/445 
O.O. 421/3228 
Attn; SPOIS 4 August 1944 

6. If tlio holuets aro painted, it will 4e necessary to renove the 
paint heforo attenpting the acid etching test. This test can easily he 
perforned at the McCord plant since a dilute phosphoric acid solution is 
cuotonarily used at that plant to clean the Iielnets prior to painting. 

7. Hires (3) of the fifteen (15) helmets which wore to he forwarded 
for examination hecause of ballistic failures have been received, and the 
examination of these helmets is in progress. 

jTor the Commanding Officer; 

(S/T) E. H. Z0HNIÖ 
Colonel, Ord. Dept 
Assistant 

1 Incl. w/d 
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GOP ï 

W.A. 421/348 Laboratory(NáM) 
D.O.D. 421/384 1st Ind. 3aldvfln/jn 

Detroit Ordnance District, 1S32 National Bank Building, Detroit, Michigan, 
Moy 23, 1943. 

To: Connanding General, War Departnent, Watertown Arsenal, Watertown, 
Mass. 

1. Eeforenco is node to the reduction in the number of helmets and 
discs required, which was requested in paragraph 2 of the "basic letter. 
Oils reduction would help this office and the McCord Hadiator Company very 
much if it was possible for the facility to distinguish before hand, 
whether the material would crack in the drawing or spanking operations. 
To further cosplicate the cracking problem, this office has received 
reports that approximately 10 percent of the helmets are cracking after 
they leave the point of manufacture. This problem is being investigated 
very thoroughly by this office and McCord Eadiator Company. 

2. In a letter to the Chief of Ordnance, 1st Indorsement, D.O.D., 
523/4159, dated May 22, 1943, this office requested that a meeting with 
representatives from his Arsenal, be hold at the McCord Hadiator Company 
as soon as practical. Until that time it is the thought of this office, 
that the development work on the cracking of helmets will bo unorganized 
and each grop> will be working at cross purposes. 

3. If personnel from his nrsenal can determine by micro-examination, 
before the drawing operation, whether the Hadfield Manganese steel will or 
will not crack, it is requested that the McCord Radiator Company and this 
office be informed. Hie metallurgist at the facility has not been able to 
definitely determine whether a disc will or will not crack before it is 
drawn. 

4. If his office desires that ti e reduced number of helmets be 
shipped as taken from production, this office will be glad, to comply. It 
is suggested that the shipment consist of helmets that are producing high 
and low percentage of cracking in the drawing and spanking operations. 
The discs could be token before drawing operation under the above conditions. 

ïor the District Chief: 

P. J. Jensen 
Major, Ord. Dept. 

Assistant 

7* 
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W.A 421/342 
D.o! D. 421/884 2nd lud. MaUhews/npT) 

C.O., W&tertovni Arsenal, Watertown, Massachusetts, June 2, 19^3» 

To: District Chief, Detroit Ordnance District, 1832 National l>snk -¿Idg., 
Detroit, Michican. Attn: Captain J. 3. Scarhorough 

1. Beference your 1st Indorsenent, the Office, Chief of Ordnance, 
SPOTS, has requested that a netallurciet fron this Arsenal visit his District 
and the McCord Radiator and Manufacturing Conpany, reference the production 
of the Ml helnet hy that conpany, and the recent reports of cracking ten¬ 
dencies under field conditions. 

2. Mr. a. Kurilch, Assistant Metallurgist at this Arsenal, accordingly 
will arrive at his office on the norning of Juno 7. 1943. It is anticipated 
that Mr. Hurlich will he able to conplote his survey and obtain tho necessary 
infornation in approximtoly four days. Kis orders, however, will he 
written to cover a stay of one week if that hecones necessary. 

3. It is desired that his office provide Mr. Hurlich with any helpful 
in formt ion available and that arrangenents he nade for his clearance in 
and out of tho subject facility. It will also he possible for Mr. aurlien 
to select sarnies fron good and poor lots of stool with respect to per¬ 
centage of breakage for his subsequent netaLlurgical study at this Arsenal. 
Reference second paragraph, it is considered highly desirable that a nesting 
be called at McCord shortly after Mr. Hurlich has returned to this Arsenal. 
This plan neets with the approval of the Office, Chief of Ordnance, and the 
nesting should include representatives fron tho Office, Chief of Ordnance, 
hia office, this arsenal, McCord, and the steel sources supplying t e 
naterial for this operation. 

l'or the Connanding Officer: 

E. H. ZOHNIO 
Colonel, Ord. Dept. 
Assistant 

I 
I 
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Hurlioh/ em 

l4 June 19^3 

Prom: A. Hurlioh - Armor Section 

To: Colonel Zomls. U. Col. Cox, Major Matthe«. - Lahoratory 

r«:»: is. " 

ääuä ;S“õrS!'4cr^: 5rir 
more than 2« in length were found, some commencing at the hrim ana 
occurring in the hodies of the helmets. 

2. At lr.t 500 JhOtMcCoLd3Plont 

Udlôaító ïïe oraSLã ^qnentlj, ae.ociated «ig hotonee ^lrr^ 

»faÄatfd"lhPSÄd carhlde. in the 

r.tonîuo hÆ eteel vaulting íro» proper hoat-troataont. 

t a vielt to the McCord plent »a. planned for tho 
tholr ffiãcufaotaring prooedore, to ottaln Informtlon this 

°tof .armrest SÄ Ä f.hrlcatl.n. end (h) ellnlnate. 

if posoxüi.9, cracking of helmets in service. 

U The results of tho preliminary study and the plant visit indica.e 
that latonf^gV* he t'receahle to at leaet three condition. 

a. Notches at the edge of the helmet shells. 

h. I «proper heautreatnent reenltlng In ondiesolved oorhldee 
in the austenitic manganese stool employed.. 

c. Unfavorable etreee concentratinrs In fonr critical icnee, 

" Ä ÄÄÄr «“J Äciedlng 
in a clockwise direction. 

a Iho McCord plant 1. forverding to thle hre«»l nunerone hotaete 

r.ïr^ù«ihrs^s:.°"Ses" 

stamped. 
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6. Lt. Hewitt, of the Industrial Division, Staull Arms Branch, 
expressed concern about possible cracking which may develop in storage of 

Ml helmets after the termination of hostilities. He suggested that the 32 
Ml helmets which have been at this Arsenal for the past year and a half have 
their edgings removed and the brims examined for cracks. Three or four of 
these helmets initially investigated revealed the formation of small craoks, 

approximately l/4" long, at notches in the eoge of the visor. 

7. The Detroit Ordnance District Office will request that their inspec¬ 

tors insist upon complete removal of notches from the brims of the helmets. 
Those notches were found to result from chipped edges on the trimming dies 
and can be corrected by more frequent dressing of the dies. It is estimated 
that 254000 helmets ore trimmed by a set of dies at the present time prior 

to dressing. 

S. In conjunction with Captain Scarbrough of the Detroit Ordnance 
District, and Lt. Hewitt a program was outlined to study the cracking of 
helmets as well as some other features which arose during the preliminary 

study and discussions. Hiis program includes! 

a. Metallurgical examination of helmets that cracked during 

the various stages of manufacture. 

b. Metallurgical examination of helmets that cracked in 

service, both foreign and domestic. 

c. Metallurgical study of the welds between the stainless 
steel chin strap loops currently employed and the 

helmet shells. 

d. Stress analyses of uncracked helmets to detect possible 

undesirable stress concentrations. 

e. The application of various stress-relieving heat-treat¬ 
ments and other stress-relieving processes and the per¬ 

formance of subsequent stress analyses. 

f. Experiments to improve the adherence of paint to thr 
stainless steel edging strip applied to the helmet brims. 

9. Several individuals expressed a desire to see the specification 
regarding the non-aagnatic properties of the helmets bo relaxed sufficiently 
to allow for the use of low carbon steel strip to replace the stainless 
steel edging. The McCord plant 1ms been recently allowed to replace the 
brainless steel chin strap loops with low carbon steel, and the brass strap 
fittings with steel stampings. It is extremely difficult to make paint ad¬ 
here to the stainless stobl strip whereas it adheres well to carbon steel. 

10. It is believed that many of the problems being encountered now in 
the production of the Ml holnet should have been dealt with in the early 
development stage of production. Since helmets are being made to this day 
that contain notches at the brim, it is felt that considerable cracking in 
service and in storage will continue to develop. Since the McCord plant does 
not purchase its steel to any specification, and improper heat-treatment is 
f-»und to bo a serious cause of breakage, it is recommended that specifications 
covering the Hadfield Manganese steel used in this application be drawn up. 

A. Hurlich 
Asst. Metallurgist 



COPY 

2 July 1943 

I’roas A. Kurilch - Arnor & Projectile Section 

To: Major N. A. Matthews - Arnor & Projectile Section 

Subject: Inveetigation of Defective Ml Helnete 

In accordance with the proposed prograo covering the study of the 
Ml helxiot nanufacturad by the McCord Radiator mid Mfg. Co., it is necessary 
to study tho stress pattern produced in the helnet during the forning 
operation. 

Jbcnnintition of several hundred defective helnets discloses that 
cracks occur in the helnet body in four distinct zones: 

Zone 1 35-60° 
Zone 2 135-170° 
Zone ■} 190-235° 
Zone 4 325-340° 

starting fron the niddle of the visor as 0* and proceeding clockwise. 
These cracks occur in a region approximately 1^-2¾11 up fron the rin and ex¬ 
tend vertically up and down. 

It is proposed that tho Applied Mechanics Section conduct tests 
on as nany of the 10 uncracked helnets now at this Arsenal as necessary in 
an effort to correlate the cracking with areas of high stress concentrations. 

It is desirable to have this infornation within four weeks. 

A. Kurilch 
Asst. Metallurgist 
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MCCOfiD RADlÀlOH & MiG. CO. 

DETROIT, MIGHIOaH 

Octotier 14, 1941 

Lt. Col. S. B. Ritchie 
Chairman, Subcommittee for 

Helmet Steels and Body Armor 
War Department 
Watertown arsenal 
Watertown, Mass. 

Dear Col. Ritcide: 

This will acknoY/led^e your letter of October Sth with 
enclosures giving data on testa conducted on various type of helmets, for 
which I thank you. 

In accordance with conversation I had with Dr. Reed 
at the meeting in Washington, we are forwarding today, by parcel post, nine 
pieces of Hadfield Manganese steel cut from helmets that broke in our drawing 
operation. These are marked with the Carnegie-Illinois heat numbers as well 
as our own, I might say that our heat lío. 28C repx'esents a particularly 
poor lot of steel from which we experienced a lot of breakage; No. 26b is 
what our people consider a good lot of steel; and No. 29A perhaps an average 
of what we nay expect over a production run. 

Carnegie-Illinois have been doing a lot of work on 
this proposition, particularly during the last month or two, and we are lead 
to believe that the characteristics of the steel will be held more closely 
in future shipments and, on the whole, we would say that steel we are now 
getting probably averages somewhat better in its drawing qualities than that 
supplied for the old style helmet, but, of course, the new draw is so much 
more difficult that the breakage has increased. 

If anything of interest is developed in your examinar- 
tion of these samples, it will no doubt be interesting to the Committee as 
well as to this Company and to Cnmegie-Illinois. 

Yours very truly, 

PLB-o 
(S/T) P. L. Barter 

Vice-President 
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WAH D3PA3TK2NT 

WAT3ETOWN AESEIAL 
WATERTOWN 12, I IASS. 

November IS» 19^1 

Wtn 47O.14/IIO65 
Attention of 

laboratory 

Mr. P. L. Barter 
Vice Chairman, Subcommittee for 
Helmet Steels and Body Amor 

McCord Radiator & Mfg, Co, 
Detroit, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Barter: 

We are submitting on the attached data sheet the reailts of 
the metallographic examination on the saapleo of Hadfield Manganese steel 
Nos. 26B, 2SC, and 29A which \/ero submitted with your letter dated 
October 14, 1941. 

The results of this investigation indicate that failure was 

probably due «o the presence of carbide stringers and grain bexindnry 

carbide in the material, It is believed that this condition can bo 
corrected by a suitable quench, either an air blast or water spray, from 
lg00oE or by finishing on the mill at a higher temperature followed by 

rapid cooling. Carbide stringers are considered objectionable since they 

are notontial planes of weakness during the forming operation. 

Sample No. 26B which was considered a good lot of steel vas 
relatively free from carbide segregations, seo Figuro I. 

Sample No. 29A, representing the average lot, showed the 

presence of some carbide stringers, see Figure H. 

Sample 2gC which represented a lot of poor forming steel con¬ 

tained numerous carbide stringers and some grain boundary carbides, see 

Figure HI. 

Sample No. 26B h^d an average Rockwell C hardness while 

samples Nos. 29A rad 28C had an average Rockwell C hardness of 46. 
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5/23/42 - rhm 

I 
Mr. P. L. Barter, 11/18/41, paee 2. 

We 
Mr, Grodrian, 
Office. 

are sending copies of these results to Major Moore, 

arnegie-Illinois Steel Corp., and to the Detroit Ordnance 

For the President of the Board: 

Very truly yours, 

2 Ends. 
Data Sheet 
Figs. I, II, m 

cc - Major W. T. Moore 

Mr, J. A. Grodrian 

Detroit Ordnance Office 

(S/T) 0. L. COX, 

Major, Ord, Dept., 

Acting Chairman, Subcommittee for 
Helmet Steels and Body Armor 
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DATA SHEET 

FICtUHE I 

Microstructure representative of three helmets from Lot 26B of 
steel with good forming properties having a great deal of strain lines 
caused by cold working operation. Large stringers cf inclusions were 

found in the specimen cut in the longitudinal direction. Small cinnv- 
lar inclusions were found near the surface of the steel plate. 

xiooo MA-3756 

FIGURE II 

Microstructure representative of two helmets from Lot 29A of steel 
with average forming properties containing banded precipitated carbides. 

There were no strain lines found in the austenite grains. Small circu¬ 

lar inclusions were found near surface of plate. 

X1000 ^3757 

FIGURE III 

Microstructure representative of four holmots from Lot 28C of steel 

with poor forming properties containing banded precipitated carbides. 

No strain lines wore ^#4 in the austenite grains. There were small 
circular inclusions neafl|tne surface of the plate. 

XIOOO MA-3755 

V 

All specimens etched In Vilolla's Reagent. 
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microstructure of kadfield steel 

figure I 

typical 
forming structure of good 

lot * c.i. 
Mc c 

225299 
26 B 

vilella's etch 

forming steel 

lot * c.l . 175764 
MC C. 29A 

MA 37 S’7 

X/Ô0O 

FIGURE 3 

typical structure of poor 
forming steel poor 

lot * C.l. 254463 
MC C. 28C 

W.A.639-4)53 
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MCCORD RADIAÏOR & MI'S. CO. 

DETROIT, MICHIGAN 

December 18th, 19^1 
Attention of 

Mr. P. L. Barter 

Major G, L, Cox 

Watertown Arsenal 

Watertown, Mass. 

Dear Major Cox! 

I wish to apologize for the delay in acknowledging 

your letter of November 18th submitting data sheet covering the 

results of your metallographic examination of samples of Hadfield 

Manganese steel submitted by our company. However, in the meantime 

you have received a copy of Carnegie-Hlinois letter of December 1st, 

and we have received a copy of your reply thereto dated December 10th, 

together with photomicrographs, which plainly indicato the result of 

heat treatment. 

I am pleased to advise that the results recently 

secured from various heats of steel coming from Carnegie have been 

more encouraging, and, with the work they are now doing, we are reason¬ 

ably confident that our breakage in forming, caused by carbide segre¬ 

gation, is now on the way to elimination, or at least it will be 

reduced in the future to a minimum. I thought, however, you night bo 

interested in the comments of our metallurgist, Mr. K. E. Moser, on 

Carnegie1s letter of December 1st, so I am enclosing copy of our 

letter to them herewith. 

Yours very truly, 

PLB-o 

enc. 

(S/T) P, L, Barter 

Vice-chairman, Subcommittee for 

Helmet Steel and Body Armor 

*»r * 
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MCCORD RADIADOR & UFO. CO. 
DETROIT, MICHISAU 

December 18th, 1941 
Attention of 

Mr. P. L. Barter 

Mr. A. L, Knj'e 
Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation 

208 South LaSalle St. 

Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Kaye: 

Your letter of December 1st, cementing on a copy of a netnUurglcol 
report emanating freu the Watertown Arsenal, was referred, upon receipt, 

to our Mr. H. 3. Moser, who has submitted the following, which we aro 
sending to you as a natter of record, as we are of the opinion that the 

natter in question is well in hand, 

"Wo are desirous of being helpful in every vray possible to aid in produc¬ 

ing helnet steel of uniforn drawing quality. With this thought in nin , 
we have been making a study of each heat of steel received to date. At 

the present status of our investigation, wo fool wo aro not qaalifiod 
pass on the advisability of changing the carbon requirements of the u.b. 

Amy Spocifications," 

r 

"Briefly, the results of our study indicate that the presont £njor factor 
is the amount and distribution of the carbide segregations. We have been 

able to coupleto the solution and retention of the caroidos by annealirg 
at 1850 degrees D. for six minutes and quenching in water. Tho grain-,.izo 

increased to a size similar to heat Ho. 2? (Carnegie 175605) as received 
from tho nill. This treatnont increased tho drawing quality as that tho 

breakage dropped fron 29 percent to six percent on a lot of MX) pieces. 
To obviate this factor requires that the minimum amount of carbides be 

allowed to segregate during the cooling period after hot rolling. ^ 
tho annealing terme rature and tino be sufficient to complete the 90lu^ 
of these carbidos, and that the steol be water quonchod while the carbides 
are still in solid solution. Obviously this can bo accomplished *7 rapid 
cooling aftor hot rolling, annealing temperature of approximately 185° 
degrees F., annealing time as determined by microscopic examination and 

prompt quenching from the annealing temperature." 

"A second factor that in indicated and will probably become predominate 
after the carbide factor is eliminated is tho presence of inclusions as 
connecting stringers and in grain boundrios. This condition probably is 

tied up with the melting practice. Duo to our limited experience with 
heats having this factor exclusively, wo ninply mention it as a natter oí 

information and for possible future consideration. 
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Mr. A. L. Kaye 

Page -2~ 

12/18/41 

"AaBurning that the steel mentioned as being on hand contains no other 
defects than the steel we have been receiving, it appeal’s that obtaining 

the proper solution of the carbides will condition it for drawing. 

We have also noted with interest Major Cox's letter of the 10th to you 
and the photomicrographs enclosed therewith, indicating quite definite y 

what heat treatment will do in the way of dissolving the segregated 

carbides. 

Yours very truly, 

PL&.C 

(T)P. I. Barter 
Vice President 

« 

\ 

I 
,/ 
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IMMEDIAT! ACT ICH 
AlH MAIL SPECIAL DELIVERY 

WAR DEPARTMENT 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ORDNANCE 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Howitt/ver 

73819 

31 August 19^3 

Attn: SPOIS 

Subject: Helmet, Steel, Ml 

To: Commanding Officer 
Watertown Arsenal 

Watertown, Mass. 

1 Reference is made to telephone conversation between Major Matthews 

of your arsenal and Lt. Hewitt of this office relative to the study of steel 
for use in fabricating Helmet Steel Ml. It is desired that your arsenal 
write a rough draft of the detailed requirements of Hadfield Manganese stee 
for use ïn fabricating Helmet, Steel Ml. It is desired that these require- 

sent. Include te.t. of the .tool before 
with the detailed requirements of tests of the helmet a 

2. In the nresent study your arsenal is making on the causes for 

cracked helmets, it is desired to know what the effect is on the helmet 0 
temperatures of -00° and 4115o. H is understood 
position to make such an analysis. H is requested the 
vised by indorsement hereon the data to be included in the rough draft of the 

steel specification. 

3. Inclosed herewith are two copies of specification AXS-645, covering 

Helmet, Steel, Ml. 

By order of the Chief of Ordnance: 

1 Incl. (in dup.) 
Spec. AXS-645 

(T) F, M, VOLBERG 
Major, Ord. Dept. 

Assistant 
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COPY 

RESTRICTED 

It Ïa/2?75 l-‘ Matthews/drJ 

0,0., Watertown Areenal, Watertown 12, Massachusetts, 17 September I9U3. 

To: Chief of Ordnance, Pentagon Building, Washington 25, D. C. 

Attn: SPOIS 

1. Reference basic letter, there are attached three (3) copies 
of a proposed draft of a spécification covering the Proc^ef 
the steel sheet for helmets and body protection armor entitled 
RnHy Protection. Steel SI-eet, Non-Magnetlc. This draft represents the 
best information available at this arsenal at the time concerning the 

factors requiring control in the procurement of this material, ^he 

draft is submitted for consideration by hie office. 

2. Reference specification AXS-6U5, covering the Helmet, Steel, 
Ml, thin arsenal has the following comments: 

a. Paragraph P-4. Mimetic Teat. This test is not adequate 

and should'"be deleted. It has been found that a decarburized sheet 
having decidedly inferior ballistic properties will not cause deflection 

of the compass needle. 

h. Security of attachment of chin strap clips. Many of the 

helmets produced have been unsatisfactory in this respect. A test should 
be devised to assure a strong attachment and the direction of the app e 

force should not be along the plane of the attachment clip but at an 
angle to this plane since the security of the attachment is great y 
influenced by cracks or stress concentrations in and adjacent to t e 

weld nugget respectively. It is understood that the Detroit Ordnance 
District office has been working on this problem. That office should 

be encouraged to complete a new design of the attachment clip and a 

test to determine the integrity of the method of attachmont. 

Por the Commanding Officer: 

(T)G. L. COX 
Lt. Col., Ord. Dept. 

Assistant 

1 Incl. 
Withdrawn 1 incl-Incl 1. 

Added 1 Incl, 
Incl. 2. Proposed Draft (in trip.) 
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WAR DSPASTMETC! 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ORDHAUCE 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Hewitt/ver 

73819 

Attn: SPOIS 27 November 1943 

Subject: Helmet, Steel, Ml 

To: Commanding Officer 
Watertown Arsenal 

Watertown, Maos. 

1. This office is in receipt of a copy of the comments on the spec¬ 
ification for Hadficld Manganese Steel as received by your office fron the 

Carnegie Illinois Steel Corp. It is desired that your office rewrite the 
proposed draft of specification in cooperation with the suggestions and 
recommendations of the steel mills that are feasible. It is believed that 
your office will receive the comments of the Sharon Steel Corp. within a 

few days. 

2. This office should be advised by indorsement hereon when the pro' 

posed redraft of specification will be ready. 

3y order of the Chief of Ordnance: 

(T) F. H. VOLBERG 

Major, Ord. Dept. 

Assistant 
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RESTRICTS!) 

Vta 431/3^7 
0.0.421/2950 

Attn* SPOIS 1st Ind. Matthews/affiv 

C.O., Army Service Porces, °r4. Dspt., Watertown Arsenal» Watertown J2, 

Massachusetts, 22 December 1943. 

To: Chief of Ordnance, Army Service Porces, Ord. Dept., Pentagon Building, 

Washington 25, E. C. Attn! SPOIS 

1. Reference basic letter, attached are five (5) copies of the 
revised draft of the specification for Hadfield Manganese Steel. The 

comments received from Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation have been 

incorporated wherever feasible as well as those prepared by Mr. uollady 

of the Specifications Unit - Technical Division together with the speci¬ 

fication draft also prepared by Mr. Hollndy. The comments in writing 

of the Sharon Steel Company have not b^en received, but it is felt that 

their opinions on the matter were probably rathc-r completely expressed at 

the recent meeting on helmet steels hold at this arse.ial» 

2. Should the specification appear satisfactory, prints of the 

photomicrographic standards can be provided by this arsenal when the 

numbers desired and other details are known. 

Por the Commanding Officer: 

1 Incl. 
Specification (5 copies) 

(T) H. H. Z0R1TI5 

Colonel, Ord. Dept. 

Assistant 
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WAR D3PARTM31IT Hewitt/ver 
ornes op the chisp op ordfaitce 73819 

WiVSHINGTON, D. C. 

Attn: SPOTS 6 March 1944 

Subject: Steel for Helnet Ml and Amor Plyer's 

To: Corxnandlng Officer 
Watertown Arsenal 
Watertown, Hass. 

1. Reference is made to U.S.A. Specification AXS-llJO covering 
Steel, Non^Magnetic Sheet and Strip (Por Body Armor). It is requested 
that your Arsenal compare the standards on the bond tost, grain boundary 
carbides, grain size and stringer carbides as submitted by tho Carnegio- 
Illinois Steel Corn, in on effort to make thorn government standards. 
These standards should bo prepared so that they may become an increment 
part of the specification. It is requested that this office be advised 
if his Arsenal will bo in a position to transpose the Carnegie-Illinois 
stoel standards into government standards. 

By order of the Chief of Ordnance: 

(S/T) p. m. vdlbsrg 
Major, Ord. Dopt, 
Assistant 
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Wtn 400.114/14894 

0.0.421/3028 iat ind> Hurlich/NjUi/ainv 

0.0., Anay Service Forces, Ordnance Dept., Watertown Arsenal, 
Watertown 72, Massachusetts, 29 March 1944. 

To; Chief of Ordnance, Washington 25, D. C. Attn: SPOIS - 
Major F. M. Volherg 

u u 1‘ At the meetiag of the Helmet Industry Integration Committee 
held at the Sharon Steel Corporation on 16 and 17 March 1944, it was 
agreed to tentatively accept the netallographic and pictorial stand¬ 
ards submitted by the Camegie-Hlinois Steel Corporation. Mr. M. J. 
Day has offered to supply this arsenal the prints necessary to’ 

assemble the required number of copies of the Carnegie-Illinois 
standards. 

"CGord, Schlueter, Sharon, and this arsenal already have copies 
of the Carnegie-Illinois standards. It is requested that this arsenal 

e notified of the number of additional copies desired so that the prints 
may be obtained from Mr. Day, 

For the Commanding Officer: 

(S/T)H. H. 20H1TIC 

Colonel, Ord. Dept. 

Assistant 
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COPY Matthews/amv 

25 Pehruary 1944 

Proa: Major 1*. A, Matthews - Arnor Section 

Toî Colonel H. H. Zomig, It. Col. G. L. Cox - Laboratory 

Subject: Helmet and Body Armor Steel Specification. 

1. The writer attended meetings held at the Office, Chief of Ordnance, 
SPCIS, on 22nd and 2}rd of February for the purpose of discussing the draft 
of the specification AXS-llJO with all parties concerned. The meeting on 
the first day was held vdth representatives of Camegie-Hlinois Steel 
Corporation and on the second day with representatives of Sharon Steel 
Corporation. Representatives of McCord Radiator & Mfg, Company attended the 
meetings on both days. 

2. Major P. M. Yolberg opened the meetings by stating the problem of 
producing a better ballistic helmet with less processing troubles such as 
draw breakage and a~e cracking. Major Volberg proposed a committee to under¬ 
take the coordination of all development work on helmets and the steel for 
helmets and body armor. This committee vrould be composed of a representative 
from each of the two companies producing the steel, each of the two companies 
fabricating helmets, 3P0I3, and this arsenal. All interests represented at 
the meeting agreed that this vras desirable. The committee, in the first 
phase of its activities, will visit the several agencies which llave been 
doing work on the problem to assimulate all data and thoughts on the matter 
as presently understood. With this knowledge the committee will then be in 
a position to outline any experiments considered necessary. The first meeting 
of the committee v'as tentatively scheduled to be held at Watertown on 
6 March 1944, 

3. The requirements of the suecification were reviewed in detail and 
minor modifications made to reduce the samnling required. Complete agreements 
were reached on all requirements except the ballistic values which cannot be 
determined until more data has been obtained. The steel companies will begin 
immediately to apply the specification on a non-rejection oasis and sannles 
for ballistic test from each lot will be forwarded to Watertown for test. 
This will enable the proper establishment of limits of acceptability for the 
bend, magnetic, microscopic and ballistic tests. 

4. The McCord people are, of course, in favor of the steel suecificatio’- 
The writer stated that given perfect steel as far ns can be determined, there 
is still the likelihood of are cracking. Changes in fabricating practice are 
indicated, but it will be difficult to effect such changes. The writer 
explained the probability of a carefully controlled shot blasting operation 
being helpful in reducing age cracking. Those present at the meeting agreed 
that it appeared to be one possibility which should be investigated. 

IT. A. MATTHEWS 
Major, Ord. Dept. 
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Meeting of Helmet Industry Integration Committee 

Watertown Arsenal, 6 pnd 7 March 1944 

As a result of a meeting held at Washington, Office, Chief of 0rd^nce 

on 22 and 2} Pehruary lÄ a meeting was called at Watertown Arsenal ^or 
the purpose of forming a Helmet Industry Integration Committee to cope with 

the various uro Diems confronting the helmet fabricators and the ^Imet steel, 

producers. Captain Hewitt, of SPOIS, in explaining the organization of the 
Committee announced that General Kirk, Chief of the 

Office, Chief of Ordnance, will be the Chairman, i^ajor Volberg t. 

Deputy Chairman, and that a representative of one Ox the four interes.e 

industrial organizations would be selected as the Operating Chairman. 

During the course of the meeting. Dr. H. Beeuwkes, assisted by 

Mr R II Hegge, kindly consented to present a discussion of ae-Koc-8 of 

residual 'stress measurement s as applied to the helmet problem. The various 

factors connected with service cracking of helmets were reviewed. 

A listing of the attendar.ee and a summary of the discussions follow: 

aïtstdahcd 

IIÜTJ STRIAI P.3PHDS&TAT I TDS 

Individual 

Mr. H. E. Moser 

Mr. C. A. Schlueter 

Mr. M. J. Ray 

Hr. C. W. Weesner 

__Organization_ 

McCord Radiator and Mfg. Company 

Schlueter Manufacturing Company 

Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corp. 

Sharon Steel Coip°raUon 

£ira7IC2 33PR3S3IITATIt/ES 

Capt. W. W. Hewitt 

Capt. R. P. Calabrese 

Mr. 3. R. Baldwin 

Dr. S. L. Reed 

Mr. A. Hurlich 

Office, Chief of Ordnance, Small 

Arms Branch 

St. Louis 0rdna.ee District 

Detroit Ordnance District 

Watertown Arsenal 

Watertown Arsenal 

PJSSTRICTED 
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SUl-I^Y OF DISCUSSICiIo 

1, Hr. H. E. 1 loser of f e ücCorà Radiator a:id HcnufaCturing Company 
’-'as elected Chairman of the Industry Integrating Committee on Helmets, 
subject to approval by his company. 

2, Capt. H. W. Hewitt outlined the organization, scope, and pur¬ 
poses of the Industry Integrating Committee on Helmets, and explained some 
of the legal aspects regarding expenditure of funds and dissemination of 
information. 

3, The various helmet programs being conducted at '-atertovm Arsenal 
were reviewed. These programs consist of! 

a. Metallurgical examination of service cracked helmets 
returned from the field. 

b. Metallurgical examination of helmet steel - orwarded 
~ by the helmet fabricators and the steel producers. 

_c. Study of the stresses and stress distribution re¬ 
sulting from the cold forming of the helmet snell 
and visor. 

d. Ballistic testing of helmet blanks to obtain further 
information regarding effect of gage of sheet upon 
the ballistic properties. 

e. Study of the effect of thermal stress-relieving 
treatments upon the properties of austenitic manganese 
steel. 

f. Study of the effect of shot blasting upon the ballistic 
uroperties and stress distribution of the -»l steel 
helmet. 

Study of the ballistic and metallurgical^characteristics 
of 50 Ce man helmets forwarded from the *.orth Africa 
theatre of operations. 

4, More extensive ballistic testing of helmet blanks indicate the 
necessity for a downward revision in the ballistic resistance require¬ 
ments of Specification AES-1170. 
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5. îhe photographic standards prepared by the Carnegie-I»linoi.s 
Steel Corporation covering the bend test and microscopic examination for 
undissolved and orecipitated carbides and grain size uere tentatively 
anproved for use in conjunction with Specification AXS-liyO. The final 
decision as to the acceptance of these standards vrill be dictated by 
the results of the fabricators' experience with steel which complies 
with the requirements of the standards. The Carnegie-lllinois Steel 
Corporation will supply ’’atartown Arsenal with copies of photomicrographs 

to prepare a sufficient number of the standards. 

6, It was agreed to change the amendment to Specification AX^-llJC 
regarding chemical analysis of the helmet steel to read as follows; 

£Ll. Chemical Composition. 

3-la. Material shall meet the chemical requirements 
shown in Table I. The quantity of residual elements shall be reported 
vrith the heat analysis when the nickel is in excess of chromium 
in excess of 0.20fj, and molybdenum in excess of 0.06¾ 

11333 I, Ch3t~1 CAL 530111H3:3..’TS 

Carbon, per cent 1.20 

lian gañese, per cent 12.00 

Phosphorus, per cent, maximum 

Sulfur, per cent, maximum 

- 1.50 

- 15.00 

c.os 
o.oU 

Silicon, per cent, maximum .55 

7. Samples of a heat of steel recently produced by the Carnegie- 
lllinois Steel Corp. containing nickel as an austenite stabilizer 
vrill be shipped to Watertown Arsenal for examination. Circles produced 
from this heat have already been shipped to ncCord for lubrication into 
helmets. This heat vrill be closely watched throughout processing to 
determine if a nickel addition to the standard Hadfield manganese steel 

composition is beneficial. 

S. It was decided that alloy additions to Hadfield steel should 

be investigated with a view to determine if! 

a. The austenite can be stabilized to a degree that the 
danger of surface decarburization during processing 

would be markedly reduced. 

b. The work hardening properties of the material can be 
modified so as to result in lower residual stresses 
and lower hardnesses upon deep drawing into helmet 
bodies. 
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9. U -,es proposed to collect all data peotaialns to &e helmet ^ 

C“i t^-nteeu ns 

HSSSSS^-« =sr 
»• ,¾ S“.se;ä sä. 

nc:“o™trad°ïâ?f SlftStÎ» S£ll70. ^s device „111 >. approved as 

a substitute for the magnet if found satisfactory. 

u. !he ‘^“‘^Vf^etótÃ^reSuné S Îrodief ^ 

whereby cracking tendencies would be iramediatel/ reveaiea. 

'■'ere proposed in this connection, 

12 Dr. 3. Beeutdces descrlSed the methods t>y „hlch residual stresses 
• p o««-! o + onrp «train p’a^Bs were ceniônted to t g in helmets ^ere neasurea. EesiSuance ^^ain the ^es vas 

c-afourofntÍeehelneLt0¿e cl^gfln^rvaLrelesnlting from'the release 

S the constraint 'of the surrounding material the 

^ ^«efíÂarea ar; called the cutting 

out stresses. 

further stress leasurements were made or etching away one side 
X- to-e oneces having the strain gages cemented to tue otner side. * - 

strain ig.s „ere Protected „1th a coating oxacid 
the stressed Petal t. etcusd away. fur»-«n <=^> 1 It „as 

S«.?r“r!°l;.u^Meerpressed t-e opinion that the residual .tresses 

are of such magnitude as to be considered dangerous. 

13. It was decided to hold the next meeting at the niant of the 
Sharon Steel Corp., Sharon, Pennsylvania, on 1: -arc,. 194 ,. 

A. Hurlich 
Assoc, hetallurgict 
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AG2ÜDA FOP. AI ^AS-lígOl^ 
’.i'AJ^ajovrj, ^lAss. 

6 March 1944 

. Steel Insnection! 

a. Discussion of application of soecification AXS-II70. 
Ä ♦ 

h. Sxariine manufacturing procedures to determine wherein specification 

AXS-II70 may "be amended to become more effective. 

c. Compile standards covering bend test. 

d. Compare standards used by Carnegie & Sharon in detecting steel defects 

(1) Decarburization 
(2) Precipitated carbides 

(3) Laminations 
(4) Grain boundary carbides 

e. Set procedure for development of magnetic testing device for 100> 

inspection. 

f. Proposals for new ingredients in steel to stabilize carbon, sucn 

as nickel. Austenite stabilizer: - 3ïP 

¿¡. Development bv steel mill of some method of fabricating steel as 

inspection instrument. 

II. Fabrication of Helmet 

a. Inspection procedure for detecting helmets subject to delayed cracks. 

(1) Subject to aging period 
(2) Subject to hot and cold chamber cycles. 

b. Program for elimi .ating cause of delayed cracks: 

(1) Apolication of specification AaS-1170 at fabricators plant 

in addition to aoulication at steel producers. 

(2) Heat discs to te'nperature 100°F to 400°F before being drawn. 

(a) Determine optimum temperature by running 
samples of known good, and known bad lots 

of steel at varying temperatures. 

(3) Application of two draw operation with full anneal between 

drawing operations. 

(4) Thermal stress relief after fabrication, 

(5) Stress relief or stress redistribution by shot blasting after 

helmet is fabricated. 
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ÏÏA? D3PA31II31IT 
0YTIC3 OF THS CEI3F OF OHDHAHCS 

WASH! H&TOII 3avi s / ik 

oo 33^/3758 
Attention of 

SPOTS 

11 I larch 1944 

Subject: Helmet Industry Integration Committee 

To: Commanding Officer 

,ratertovm Arsenal 

Watertown 7^» Hass. 

1. As you have already been advised, the Smal! Arms Branch is to 
organize a Helmet Industry Integration Committee, -his vi-l e e-x .. 

at a meeting to he held at the Sharon Steel Corporation, Sharon, 

16 horch 1944. Watertovm Aroenal will become a member of tnis commi.,ee 

ex officio in an advisory capacity. It has not been t..e p°‘-^ ° 

Ordnance that representatives from Ordnance or Ordnance establishment 

become active members of Integration Committees. 

2 Hr F 3 hose” ~f the ücCord fediator and l^nufacturing Company, 

Detroit, Michigan,* has indicated his willingness to accept the appointment 

of Assistant Chairman of the Committee. Due to the small size o{ 

committee and the character of the work to be done, no Ordnance Officer 

will be especially assigned to it as Ordnance Representative. AU masters 

usually assigned to such officers will be handled by the ~and Arms and 

Squipnent Section -ander hajor F. li. 7olberg who is Chief of that bec.ion. 

7 hr. T. Gr. Davis of this cffice will attend the above meeting m 

order to explain the provisions under which Integration Committees are to 

operate. It is ’understood that Watertown Arsenal will oe represented. 

Bv order of the Chief of °rdnance: 

J. KIHK 

Brig. Cen., USA 

Assis tant 

(3/T) By: T. S. Davis 

Exec. Asst., Industrial 
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Hurl ich/ÍUií/ ár j 

21 ilarch I9W+ 

Promî A. Hurlich - Amor Plate 

To! iiajor i4atthew$» Lt. Col, Cox, Col, Zornig - Laboratory 

Subject: Meeting of Helmet Industry Integration Conaittee at Struthers, 

Ohio and Sharon, Pennsylvania Plants of 3’iaron Steel Corporation. 

The entire day of the l6th and a portion of the Homing of f .e IJlh of 

March were suent in inspection of the production facilities of the Sharon 

Steel Corp. The second fornai nesting of the Meinet Industry Integration 

Committee occupied the re-iaiuder of the 17th. 

A list of the attendance, summary of the meeting, aid a description 

of the facilities and the manufacturing procedure employed at the Sharon 

Steel Corn, follow. The agenda, of the meeting is contained in the Appendix 

AZISMIA'CM 

ÜDU3T2IAL H3PX1S3L:TATIV3S 

FAIS PLANT 

Mr. C. V'. rJeesnev 

Mr. N. J. McCune 

Mr. ‘h J. Day 

Mr. >. A. Schlueter 

Hr. Schlueter 

Mr. 3. ’falters 

Sharon Steel Corporation 

Sharon Steel Corporation 

Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation 

Schlueter Manufacturing Company 

Schlueter Manufacturing Company 

McCord Radiator ¿ Manufacturing Co. 

ORDNANCE R3P33SSTATI'/3S 

Major F. M. Yolberg 

Cant. f. ?. Calabrese 

Mr. T. G. Davis 

Mr. E. P. Baldvrin 

Mr. A. Hurlich 

Small Arms Branch, 0.C.0, 

St. Louis Ordnance District 

Staff of Chief, Small Arms Branch, 

o.c.o. 
Detroit Ordnance District 

Fatertown Arsenal 
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Sina-T-ary of Jiscnssion 

1. *‘r. ï. 3-. Savis descri’oed the organization of the Helmet Industry 
Integration Committee, particularly with reference to its legal asnect end 
defined the scone and limitations of its activities. Booklets prepared at 
the Office, Chief of Ordnance, containing a list of the membership, tne 
procedure of Industry Integration Committees, and a copy of Part 5° ^ 
Ordnance Procurement Instructions - "Ordnance Department Industry Inte¬ 

gration Committees11 were distributed. 

Che members of the Helmet Industry Integration Committee are the 

following: 

Chairman 3rig. Cen. J. Kirk 
Chief, Small Arms Branch 
Office, Chief of Ordnance Washington D. C. 

Deputy Ci'airman 

Assistant Chairman 

«ajor P. II. Yolberg 

Small Arms Branch 
Office, Chief of Ordnance Washington D. C. 

Hr. H. 3. He ser 

Chief Hetallurgist 
HcCord Hadiator & Hfg. Co. Detroit, Hich. 

0rdnar.ee Berresentat ive Oapt. W, Hewitt 
Small Arms Branch 
Office, Chief of Ordnance Washington D. C. 

_1 a Bias_ _PLAIT? s 
HcCord Hadiator & -fg. Co. Detroit, Hichigan 

Schlueter Hfg. Company St. Louis, Hissouri 

Carnegie-Hlinois Steel Corp. Chicago, Illinois 

Sharon Steel Corporation Sharon, Pennsylvania 

FLIP P-H1 UT AT IV3 

Hr. H. 3. Hoser 

Hr. C. A. Schlueter 

Hr. H, J. Day 

Ur. C. W, Weesner 

Watertown Arsenal atertown, Hassachasetts nr. A. Hurlich 

Tratertown Arsenal is a memoer of this committee ex ofiicio in en 

advisory capacity. 

2, In the absence of nr. U 3. Hoser, vrho is seriously ill, 
Hr. H. J. Day was elected -Temporary Assistant Chairman and conducted the 

remainder of the meeting. 

3. It was agreed that the Bend lest, as described in Specification 
AHS-llJO, was not defined precisely enough for referee work. It was decided 
fiat the minimum severity of the bend could best be standardized in terms of 
a micrometer measurement of the widest diameter at tne bend as shown in tne 

following illustration: 
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A = 2t 4 %inches 
T 1000 

"atertown Arsenal ’'as aeted to ensee.t a enltaUe value of X to tire 
Snail Arne Branch, Office, Chief of Ordnance, »ithin a few da. . 

mhe date of imposition of Specification AAS-11T0 v;as changed 

fro« the ¿th to the of -Jarch 1944 duetto "* 

«- rf56 faciUt1“ “*the 
need for revision of the ballistic Unit requirements. 

p; The heat of "adfield steel containing nickel, described in 

ductility after severe cold working. 

6 Surface decarburization presents a serious problem to tna 
Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation because its manufacturing process ^ 
involves hot rolling of the helmet sheet to the final ^e. ‘ * 
reports that the nickel addition by stabilizing the austen te, - 
materially in over-coming the tendency to form brittle surface ^rs 
afrtStne. Carnecic-UUr.oic decires to produce a lar.ce v„lu«e of the 

nickel modified Hadfield steel. 

7. ]>ae to the fact that the Camegi^Illinois Steel Corporation 

claims that the imposition of Specification ^ted that his 
reiection of at least 15^ of its produce, -r. m. -a 
como any would be forced to raise the price of the steel manu.act t 
meet that specification. The nickel modified steel is also offered at an 

increased price. 

¡S. During the discussion of alloy modified Adfield manganese steel, 
the writer suggested that various companies known to nave experimented w 
the addition of other alloying elements to austenitic 
contacted to obtain as muck information as possibie before t..eCoami»tee 

recommends embarking upon experimentai prof 1a- “• ,r-1 + P for information 
the Office, Chief of Ordnance or Vatertown Arsenal will write for informadlo 

from the following companies: 
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S',ulz-3ickles Company International lTickel Company 

Taylor-Whartcn Co-içsuiy Union Carbon and Carbide Company 

9. The Office, Chief of Ordnance, vrill consider the procurement of 
five heats of the nickel modified Hadfield steel, made by both open hearth 

(Carnegie-Illinois) and electric furnace (Sharon) processes. It is believed 
that the experience gained from these five heats will determine if the use 

of the modified alloy is justified. 

10. A change in the wording of section 4o~3 of Specification AX3-1170 
was recommended. The proposed wording is as follows? 

"Décarburisation shall be determined by measuring the depth of a 

non-ax stenitic layer on the surface. A depth exceeding 0,000511 shall 
be considered rejectable". 

11. The results of tvro experiments performed at the Schlueter 
Manufacturing Company were reported. The first consisted of selecting a 
group of 6000 helmets immediately after fabrication; 2000 helmets had the 
edge of the visor carefxilly ground to remove all notch.es and irregularities, 
2000 helmets had a 3/^6" vride band at the edge of the visor annealed in a 
seam welding machine, and 2000 were left in the as-trimmed condition for the 

control sammle. At the end of fifteen days only the 1 annealed helmet, 1 
ground helmet, and 2 of the control samples developed visor cracks. The 

extremely low incidence of cracking in all three samples precluded any 
conclusions as to the effect of edge annealing and careful grinding of the 
edge of the visor. 

In the second experiment, a number of uncracked helmets were 
selected from a grouu which after fifteen days aging developed visor cracks 

in approximately 50-J of all helmets. Half of the samples had the visor edge 
annealed aid the oth'r half ’’as retained as the control. At the end of 
fifteen days both groups showed the samo percentage of cracking, namely 4.8$. 
The important difference was that the unannealed helmets developed cracks 
which extended up into the body of the helmet, averaging approximately 2" 
in length, while the helmets which were edge annealed developed cracks which 

extended up only to the boundary of the annealed band, roughly 3/14* wide, 

and in no cases extended beyond this zone. Had the stainless steel edging 

been spot welded around the rim of the helmet, the cracks in the visor of 
the edge ainealed helmets would not be visible, 

12. The Schlueter xManufacturing Company reports that some Sharon 
heats require an extremely large pressure to form the circles into helmets. 
Pressure gages are attached to their presses, and it •ras noted that 
occasionally some heats of steel required an average of 120 tons pressure, 
while other required but 80 tons to form into helmets. Considerable break¬ 
age alwa’s accompanies the higher drawing pressures. This is evidence of 
variation in steel mro-ertíes. Por some, as yet inexplicable, reason some 
heats of Sharon steel are stiffer and more resistant to elastic as vrell as 

plastic flovr than other heats. 
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I}. The Schlueter Manufacturing Company is at present experiencing a 

considerable amount of viso*, cracking, while the McCord Radiator and 
Manufacturing Company has no difficulty vrhatever with this type of breakage. 

The fact that Sharon steel is used exclusively at Schlueter indicates 

factors concerned with steel quality. On 3/^1 visor cracking ’fas reported 

at McCord. 

lU. Mr. C. ir. Ifeesner of the Sharon Steel Corporation distributed a 
report covering aetallographic examination of heats of Hadfield steel. The 

report checked similar work performed at this arsenal. 

Hanufacturin,:; and Processing of Helmet Steel at The 

Sharon Steel Corporation 

The Sharon Steel Corporation has two plants, one at Struthers, Ohio and 

one at Sharon, Pennsylvania approximately 17 miles away. The steel is 
melted, poured into ingots, and rolled into slabs at the Struthers plant, 
then rolled into strips, heat treated and cut into circles at the Sharon 

plant. 

The malting unit consists of a 15-tona 3-eleC^ro^e» electric arc furnace. 
The change is predominately Hadfield scrap to which is added steel and ferro¬ 

manganese. The steel is poured into 40Q0 — 5OOO pound ingots which after 
solidification are transferred into soaking pits. The ingots are rolled 
down to billets in a reversible mill, the hot top is sheared, and then the 

billets are rolled down to 2" thick slabs and sheared to length. After 

cooling, the slabs are inspected and defects are burnt out vdth gas torches. 

The slabs are sent to the Sharon plant and are processed into helmet 

sheet as follows: 

1. slabs 

2. Hot strip 

3. Austenitize 

4. Pickle 

5. Tandem Roll 

6. Austenitize 

7. Pickle 

2" thick 

17-3/2" wide and .109" thick 

Approximately 1800oP 

Dilute HgSO^ 

0.080" thick 

Approximately 1800°F. 

Dilute H2SO1! 

8, Tandem Roll O.O6O" thick 

9. Austenitize Approximately 1800°P, 

10. Pickle Dilute ^20^ 

11. Tandem Roll 0.0420/0.046" thick 

12. Austenitize Approximately 1800°P, 

13. Pickle Dilute 1^30^ 

14. Straighten and cut 8J-3/2" long, 17-3/2" v.ide, ,042/,046,, wide 

15. Blank each sheet into 5 discs, 16-1/2" diameter 
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In heat treating, three coils of Hadfield steel strips are unrolled and 
simultaneously fed into an oil fired furnace having a maximum temperature 
of roughly 19500^. The operation is continuous, the strips moving slowly 
through the furnace, emerging at the other end approximately three minuty 
after entering, and reaching a maximum temperature of approximately^ 1S00 î1. 
As the strip emerges from the furnace, it is struck by a vrater spray, 
quench is very drastic, the strip turning black immediately upon contact 

with the water. 

The steel is cold rolled from a thickness of 0.109" to the final gage 
of approximately 0.044n with three intermediate anneals. Due to the fact 
that the steel is not exposed to the atmosphere while not, the process 
results in very little surface decarburization, and consequently Sharon 
steel is generally free from brittle martensitic surface layers. 

It is reported that the finished helmet circles ropresont a recovery 

of the total charge. 

hi:; 

The electromagnetic device developed at Sharon for detecting surface 
martensite layers is extensively used at that plant. It appears to be a 
very useful tool, and can be applied for 100:3 inspection of the product 
without interference in production schedules. 

The Olsen cupping testis applied as a routine testto all heats of „teel. 
Electrically operated Olsen cup testers are employed, and the maximum 
pressures and the heights of the cups at fracture are recorded. 

(S/T) A. HUELICH . 
Associate metallurgist 
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1. Discussion of Bend Test. 

2. Hadfield Steel modified with alloy additions. 

a. Hesults of Carnegie heat containing 3-1/2^ nickel, 

h. Further experimental urograms. 

3. Fpctors affecting age cracking of Helmets, 

a. Steel Quality, 

h, îîanufacturing processes. 

4. Imioosition of Specification AXS-II70. 

a. Discussion of waivers to he made due to lack of ballistic 

testing facilities, 

b, ¡¡agnetic test, Sharon instrument vs. Alnico magnet. 
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’.JAR DEPART. :E1T 
’TATEHTOVm ARSEDAl 

UATZRTOW 72, ¡ÍASS. 

LABORATORY 
AH/EAii/drj 

21 1IARCH 1944 

CHIEF OF ORDHA'CE 
ARTY SERVICE FORCES 
PELTTAOOIT BUILDIHG, HAS'TVOTOH 25, D. C. 

SPOIS- lUJOR F. ií. TOLBERO 

RE STANDARDIZATION OF BE1D TEST OF SPECIFICATION AaS-IIJO, THIS STATION 

RECOILIENDS illCROiiETER »T3ASUR3ITHUT OF T'TCETESS AT BEND. ilINIi-îUÜ SEVERITY 

OF BEND DETERiilNED BY FCRIIULA A*2T 4O.O20 INCHES, ’THERE A IS THICKNESS AT 

3ELTD ADD T IS THICiD’ESS OF S:iEET. ED. CITE LABORATORY HÜRLI0H. 

Î AT HER, ’TATERTOTH ARSENAL 

Ö. L. COX 
LT. CCL., GRD. DEPT. 
ASSISTAT 
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Manufacturing Processes for Hadfield i-ianKar-ese dteel at 

Carnegie-Illlnoin Steel Com, and oharon Steel Corn. 



SHAHCíT oTSZL C OHPCilASlOII 

Stmthers, Ohio 
Sliaron, Pa. 

Steel melted in 15-ton, 3“9lectrode arc furnace at Struthers plant. Charge 
is predominately Hadfield scrap to which is added steel and ferro-manganese. 

Steel is poured into 4000 — 500C pound ingots. Ingots rolled down to 
hillets in reversible mill, hot top sheared. Billets Tolled down to 2" 
thick slabs, sheared to length. Slabs are cooled, inspected, cleaned, and 
shipped to Sharon plant. 

1. Slabs 

2. Hot strip 

3. Austenitize 

4. Pickle 

5. -andera Roll 

6. Austenitize 

7. Pickle 

3. Tandem, Roll 

9. Austenitize 

10. Pickle 

11. Tandem Roll 

12. Austenitize 

13. Pickle 

2" thick 

17-3/8" wide and .109" thick 

Approximately 1300°P. 

Dilute H2SO11, 

O.OSO" thick 

Approximately 1800°P. 

Dilute H2SO11 

O.OoO" thick 

Approximately 1300°?. 

Dilute H2SO11 

0,042/0.04611 thick 

Approximately 1S00°P. 

Dilute r^SO^ 

14. Straighten and cut 33-3/8" long, 17-3/3" wide, .042/.046" thick. 

1 )• Dlank each sheet into 5 discs, l6^" diameter. 

finished helmet circles represent approximately 305j recovery of total 
charge. 
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Carne^le-Illinoia Steel Corporation 

Flow sheet for rolling of Hadfield Manganese Steel. 

South Works 

Open Hearth Furnace 

Pouring temp. 2800°? 

Slab is chipped or 

scarfed at 900-200°? 
Bloom is chipped 
or scarfed at 900-200°! 

While steel is still in 
the form of thick sections 

it must he kept hot. 

960 plate mill 
8 stand continuous mill 

'1 

Bar mill 

Oary sheet mill 



Gary Sheet Mill 

Strip .1½ X 36" X 20 feet Sheet bar ^ x 1211 x 3OO feet 

Eeheated to lgOO°F 

H3 - 2 high Heveraing liill 

11 



7Z 

\ ib 

34 

66 

C44 - 34 *6& 

one sheet pack 

\ 
■ A 

Heated 1840°? 

Qjuenched cold vjater 

Pickled 

Oiled 

Sheared into squares 17 x 17 

'1 

Circles sheared (l6w" circles) 

'' 

Inspected and crated 

32 circles heat treated together in form of 4 sheets 

4 sheets heated treated as ragged, warped, sheets. 

4 sheets 
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APPSJDIX 0 

Thermal Stress Relieving of Helnets 



C-OPY 

VAR DSPARH-ŒîT 
WAJERTOWir ARSENAL 

1ÍAT2RT0WIT 72, ;^ss. 

LaboratoryÍNAií) 20 January 1944 

Subject: Thermal Stress Relieving of Helmets 

To: Chief of Ordnance 
Army Service Forces 
Ordnance Department 
Pentagon Building 
Washington 25, D^ C# 

Attn: SP0I3 - Captain V. W. Hev/itt 

between 1½. Hi^llah^dtCaptain^eSi116 the^o^^^ °f 15 January ^ 
to show why this laboratory deems it iñndvic^r rÍn^reaS°nS are presente 
stress relieving tre*t^+ a U inadvisable to advocate a thermal 

service cracSng of tíe 1 Llfí î/^036 °f redUClllg or 

undertairing a rather elaborate a^d n^^^rLrilroV'^rL^ts6: 

presents theoretic^difficíltiernot3111,688 relief of 3:1 austenitic steel 
Austenitic manganese stefî^B a reUti^ely^rSl^'f/6"^10 3teel9- 
to martensite and precipitation of ® vf? unstable alloy, decomposition 

at sub-critical temperas or ^ontÍd :0^^1 T" 
demonstrated that cold working results ir b tv tv* , °Vre and nallC 
and the precipitation of carbides in th forniatlon of martensite 
lTiconoff3 found that teLerirftb P UneS’ Whlle bcth Hsl l2 
températures aoove ^ (g^y ) íSS,rñSff'"1 *0 
carbides at grain bound«ri - /' ® lts -n the precipitation of 
-d then the^t^ of"iufnodXÍ" °f1ffrbideB the austenite grain 
nuclei. The microstmcvL î ar pearlite growing around the carbide 

heating ar^cL^U ^ nc^s3 ^ 
material. increases in the hardness and brittleness of the 

Slip Brads!’ t2i£“ä*,“,M St<,el ?"lns »r 

llicNsSJe". .W^arion“^1,«1”'5 '>te<>1 ^1111 th!l H1«t ?o»er 
Iron rad' S.eel Biuhion of ^ 

■•¿nS^êsfshel" r'líras^'flhfrs” of ^«tenitic pages 716-734. - tJ-e A.S.U. V0i, XTJ, N0. 3. sept> 1,343^ 

2. 

3. 
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’ ' „ . . 20 January 19^ 
Subject» Thermal Stress KeUe^of delme^^ Bldg., Washington 25. D-C- 
T0j Chief of Ordnance, A,ö.ü#l ura, ey ., 
Attn: SPOIS - Captain W. V, Hewitt 

V th»t severe cold working will lover 
U. There Is reason toJ1®11®™ rtî,tion transformation to marten- 

the temperature at which car 1 e P P ts microotmetural changes 
site will begin upon heating. Flconoffi reporte ulero (7500p.). 

occurring upon tempering cold '^ce Dletrlct omce>* 
and tests conducted by 0 occurrence of carbide participation 
upon cold formed helmets £ a ^ Hardness surveys made at this 
at temoeratures as low as 625 • y5 • x areaS have Ween cold worked 
arsenal upon numerous nelmets ®h°* of 50-53 Hockv,'ell C. These 
to a very severe ¿eeree* haV^fhhaa^i"® crackin¡ uredominates, indicating 
areas are the same ones in ^^^^^^helmet breakage. The effect of 
a relationship between severe straining and h ^ ;anese steel must be 

S^mrrÍrwñl -'^'Ste^torulnullon -hunt neceóte 

a long period of time. 

5. ApprorlMtel/ one pear ago. ^ 
the licCord Mlator and^iacturlng^o^aw.^ ^ ductility of 

stress relieved at a tern,. determined by compressing onem 
some of the stress relleveJ helm^® d n£ung the comp' tsbion required 
between the jaws of a tenalle nachinj. and no«^^ ^ aucU1Ujf ovor the 

to produce cracking of tue helms . months later, the reminder of 
as cold worked condition was noted. à were ¿is- 

-nr:: 
r^ldirrigÂncfe”:: i:«aa.a -the bnulmee. of the mterul. 

6. Work by Hadfield aad time dependent reaction. 

demonstrates that the effect of H is the 
to a thermal stress relieving tream eB8 reii0f at some temperature 
belief of this laboratory that a thermal . hnitv o^ highly strained 

Si; ^nilng' temperature and the time at te^er- 

ature. 

7 Work has been initiated at this arsenal upon the problem of 

thermal and mechanical stress reUeving t re ^ is BUCh that the 
immediately mailable because 5, and 6. mst be 
effect of the time factor, as explained in paragraph 3/tui 

See footnote 3« 

Letter, l’iis DOD UOO.l63/25042-752 SA .., Prouerties 

Sf^TÄi-: (i9ia 
Vol. Lxxnx, ITo. 1, pages lOb-137, 
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COPY 

„ . . 20 JaïïUftry 
Subjects Thermal Stress HeUevtng^Heloe Washington 25 D.C. 

AttnîChSP0ISf- CapUln'w. tí’. Hewitt 

S. It is suited that the opinions^S" 

Taylor-tiharton Iron ^ St., Newark, Hew Jersey; of the 
the Stulz-Sicklea Co., I3M-I ¿ . . . ^ 0f Hr. John Howe Hall 
Jessop Steel Company, Washington, ’ted the effects of additions 
oe sought. The Stuls-Sickles Co has investiga e steel# The 

of nickel, chromium, ha8 produced Kadfield manganese steel 
Taylor-tiharton Iron and Steel Company properties> ;;r. John Howe 
ai'.d has conducted extensive ^sea the iaylor-tiharton Courjany and is 
Kail was formerly Chief Metallurg ^ ls 6g02 Lincoln Drive, Cermanto’«!. 
now a consulting metallurgist, -is aaare. 

Pennsylvania. 

Por the Commanding Officer: 

(S/T) H. H. Z03ÎTIC 
Colonel, Ord. Dept. 
Assistant 

vA 
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